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About Collins ELT

Welcome to the 2020
Collins ELT catalogue!
I’m delighted to share the Collins ELT 2020 catalogue with you as we’ve got lots of exciting
publishing happening this year.

Contents

We’re publishing three new editions of our much-loved COBUILD titles, starting with COBUILD
English Usage, then following on with our Phrasal Verbs and Idioms dictionaries.
For those of you preparing students for Cambridge English Qualifications, we now offer practice
tests for A2 Key for Schools and B1 Preliminary for Schools, plus new editions of our Key and
Preliminary practice tests. We also have new editions in our TOEIC range, which have been
updated to reflect the new format of the exam.
To support IELTS students, we also have new editions of our popular IELTS Skills series – this bestselling course has been revamped and includes lots of new features.
Finally, for those of you looking for help with pronunciation, a new edition of Work on your
Accent is also on the way.
If you would like to find out more, please contact our International Sales team, whose details are
on the back cover. We are always happy to hear from you!
Best,

Lisa Todd
Publishing Manager – ELT and Collins COBUILD
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NEW
EDITION

CEF level:
B1-C2

New section on Language
Change and Society highlights
the changes in English usage
over the last 10 years

English Usage

Reference

Reference

Collins

This new edition of the Collins COBUILD English
Usage is aimed at upper-intermediate and
advanced learners and teachers of English,
offering an in-depth guide to english usage.
Covering a range of different areas of the
English language, this is an indispensable tool
for learning English today.
• Thoroughly updated to reflect recent changes in language, based on

extensive corpus research

• Thousands of examples from the Collins Corpus, showing how English is

used in context

• Simple definitions make words easy to understand

Grammar boxes provide
additional information about
the English language

Notes highlighting particular
areas help learners to avoid
typical errors
Collins COBUILD English Usage (4th ed.)

6

Topics section ensures
students are prepared for a
range of situations

Examples from the Collins Corpus
demonstrate how words are used
in everyday language

978-0-00-835640-8
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Collins COBUILD Pocket English Grammar

English Grammar

CEF level:
B1- B2

CEF level:
B2+

4th Edition
An authoritative and up-to-date grammar
of English for upper-intermediate and
advanced students and teachers
Based on the evidence of the 4.5-billion word Collins
Corpus, the Collins COBUILD English Grammar is an
invaluable guide to the English language as it is written
and spoken today, in all areas of the world. It has been
thoroughly updated to take into account significant
changes in grammar over recent years.

• Improve your fluency
• Unique language notes allow you to express yourself

more confidently and accurately

• B
 ritish and American English usage clearly highlighted
• Supplements on grammar for business and in an

academic environment help improve communication

• Fully updated and based on corpus research into all

areas of English grammar

You can find out more, including free
guided worksheets, at
www.collinselt.com/cobuildenglishgrammar

• Clear and simple explanations of common grammatical

patterns
• Thousands of examples from the Collins Corpus
illustrate how grammar points are used in everyday
English

e

,

In conversation

,

USAGE NOTE

• Supplements help learners gain specific

how English is really used today

insights into the grammar they should be
using in an academic environment and
for business English

Collins COBUILD Elementary English Grammar and Practice
CEF level:
A1- A2

Suitable for study at home and in the
classroom, Collins COBUILD Elementary
English Grammar and Practice covers all the
grammar points needed for a firm foundation
for future learning.

• Includes hundreds of practice

exercises

• Offers additional warning notes

pointing out potential problems

USAGE NOTE
used in the negative.

He argued that if tissues could be marketed, then anything could be.

‘ I don’t mind telling you what I know.’ – ‘ You needn’t. I’m not asking you for it.’
‘ You must tell her the truth.’ – ‘ But, Neill, I daren’t.’

Language and
usage notes

Similarly, the verb is only omitted after the modal expressions had rather and would
rather when they are used in the negative. However, the verb is sometimes omitted
after had better even when it is used affirmatively.

Note that when a modal with have is used for a passive or progressive verb phrase,
been cannot be omitted.

‘ Will she be happy there?’ – ‘ She’d better.’
It’s just that I’d rather not.

I’m sure it was repeated in the media. It must have been.
She was not doing her homework as she should have been.

Collins COBUILD Intermediate English Grammar and Practice

10.73 You can also leave words out of to-infinitive clauses. Instead of using a full to-

10.68 If the second verb phrase contains the auxiliary have in any form, speakers of British

infinitive clause after a verb, you can just use to, if the action or state has already
been mentioned.

English sometimes add done to the group. For example, instead of saying He says he
didn’t see it but he must have, they sometimes say He says he didn’t see it but he must have
done.
He hadn’t kept a backup, but he should have done.

Don’t tell me if you don’t want to.
At last he agreed to do what I asked him to.

American speakers repeat only the auxiliary verb have.

You can also do this in conversation.

He hadn’t kept a backup, but he should have.
It would have been nice to have won, and I might have done if I had tried harder.

‘ Do you ever visit a doctor?’ I asked her. – ‘ No. We can’t afford to.’

CEF level:
B1- B2

Note that there are some verbs, such as try and ask, that are also often used on their
own, without to.

Similarly, British speakers sometimes use do after modals.

They couldn’t help each other, and it was ridiculous to try.
I’m sure she’ll help you, if you ask.

He responded almost as a student might do.
American speakers do not use do after modals.
Note that when the verb used in the first mention of an action or state is the main
verb have, instead of using do after a modal in the second mention, you often use
have instead.

In conversation
10.74 People often leave words out in conversation in replies and questions. When this
happens, it can involve leaving out the main verb in the ways that have been
explained above (see paragraphs 10.60 to 10.73). This is common with questions that
show that you find what someone has said interesting or surprising, or that you do
not agree with them. These questions always have a pronoun as their subject.

‘ Do you think that academics have an understanding of the real world?’ – ‘ No, and I don’t
think they should have.’

10.69 Usually, the clause with words omitted comes after a clause in which the action
or state has been mentioned in full with a main verb. Occasionally, however, for a
deliberate effect, it comes before the clause that mentions the action or state in full.

Examples from
Collins Corpus

‘ He gets free meals.’ – ‘ Does he ?’
‘ They’re starting up a new arts centre there.’ – ‘ Are they?’
‘ I’ve checked everyone.’ – ‘ Have you now?’

The problems in the economy are now being reflected, as they should be, in the housing
market

Suitable for study at home and in the
classroom, Collins COBUILD Intermediate
English Grammar and Practice contains all the
essential grammar points students need for
accurate and confident English.

• Offers additional help is offered for

spelling and pronunciation

• Includes hundreds of specially-

leaving words out in questions

repeating the main verb

drawn cartoons vividly illustrating
the grammatical points
being made.

10.75 You can often leave words out in questions when the context makes it clear what is

10.70 If you want to be emphatic, you repeat the main verb, instead of leaving it out.

meant. The question can consist of just a wh-word.

It was the largest swarm of wasps that had ever been seen or that ever would be seen.

‘ Someone’s in the house.’ – ‘ Who?’ – ‘ I think it might be Gary.’
‘ But I’m afraid there’s more.’ – ‘ What?’
‘ Can I speak to you?’ I asked, undaunted. – ‘ Why?’ – ‘ It’s important.’
‘ We’re going on holiday tomorrow.’ – ‘ Where?’ – ‘ To Majorca.’

contrasting objects and adverbials
10.71 Note that if you want to contrast two different things affected by an action, or two

Note that you can also use why not.

different factors or circumstances, you can put a new object or adverbial in the
second clause, with an auxiliary or form of be.

Clear, simple
explanations

Small enough to fit in a pocket, the Collins
COBUILD Pocket English Grammar covers
all the most important points of English
grammar, explaining them in simple, clear

• Examples from the Collins Corpus show

479

10.72 You can omit a verb after the semi-modals dare and need, but only when they are

However, with perfect passives, you can just use the auxiliary have or has. For
example, you could say, Have you been interviewed yet? I have.

British and
American
English

language.

Also available for Kindle

478 Chapter 10

10.67 With passives, be is often, but not always, kept after a modal.

A fully revised handy new companion for
learners of English to carry with them
everywhere.

Reference

Reference

Collins

‘ Maria! We won’t discuss that here.’ – ‘ Why not?’
Note also that you can use a wh-word after a reporting verb, especially why.

Cook nettles exactly as you would spinach.
You don’t get as much bickering on a farm as you do in most jobs.
Survival rates for cancer are twice as high in America as they are in Britain.
No one liked being young then as they do now.

I asked why.
They enquired how.

However, the main verb is sometimes repeated.
Can’t you at least treat me the way you treat regular clients?

Cob Eng Grammar Main Final.indd 479
Cob Eng Grammar Main Final.indd 478
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Collins COBUILD English Grammar (4th edition)

978-0-00-813581-2

Collins COBUILD English Grammar Epub

978-0-00-746128-8

Collins COBUILD Elementary English Grammar and Practice

978-0-00-742371-2

Collins COBUILD Pocket English Grammar

978-0-00-744326-0

Collins COBUILD Intermediate English Grammar and Practice

978-0-00-742373-6
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Collins

CEF level:
B2+

Advanced Learner’s
Dictionary
9th Edition

Intermediate
Learner’s Dictionary

Collins

ADVA N CED

LE ARN ER’S

Provides invaluable guidance on the English
language, and is the complete reference tool
for intermediate learners of English

DI CTIO N ARY

9 EDITION

Cobuild Intermed

iate English Dict

For upper-intermediate and
advanced learners of English

DICTIO NARY

Thousands of updated examples taken from the
4.5-billion word Collins Corpus, show learners
how the words are used in authentic contexts.
Cobuild_Adv_Dict NEW 164x238

Nov17.indd 4

13/11/17 10:22 pm

The dictionary offers extensive help with grammar,
including examples of grammar patterns plus a new
supplement to help with academic and business
grammar.
In addition, this dictionary offers learners guidance on
how to communicate effectively in English; this dictionary
offers learners guidance on how to communicate
effectively in English.
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to progress
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If you say that
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are trying to stop
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, you
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it, by suggesting
so upset by
that it is not the
worst thing that
happen. ❑ Obvio
could
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if we don’t make it,
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tether  to burn
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see hair  a mean
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get the wrong
end of the stick
e  to
➞ see stick 
wits’ end ➞ see
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Ü end up 
phrasal verb If
someone or some
somewhere, they
thing ends up
eventually arrive
there, usually by
❑ [v p prep/adv]
accident.
She fled with her childre
n, ending up in a shelte
 phrasal verb
If you end up doing
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something or end
particular state,
up in a
you do that thing
or get into that
though you did
state even
not originally inten
d
don’t know what
to. ❑ [v p v-ing]
you want, you might
If you
end up getting somet
don’t want. ❑ [v
hing you
p prep/adv] Every
time they went dancin
up in a bad mood.
g they ended
❑ [v p n] She could
have ended up a million
airess.

synonyms

end

noun 
close: As 1999 draws
to a close, the story
is changing.
finish: I intend to
continue it and see
the job through to
ending: The film
the finish.
has a Hollywood
happy ending.
stop: His daughter
should have stood
up and put a stop
rumours.
to all these
verb 
finish: The teachi
ng day finishes at
around 4pm.
stop: The music
stopped and the lights
were turned up.
halt: He criticised
the government for
failing to halt econom
cease: At one o’clock
ic decline.
the rain had ceased
.
terminate: Her
next remark abrup
tly terminated the
conversation.

text

Ideal for students preparing for Cambridge English,
IELTS, TOEIC and TOEFL Examinations

e

Also available for Kindle
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Collins COBUILD Intermediate
Learner’s Dictionary

e

978-0-00-825320-2

Also available for Kindle
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/indeind�ə/ (enda
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verb To endanger
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e they might be
oyed completely
. ❑ [v n] The debate
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the American public
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[adv with v, adv
|ly adv
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.
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və/ (endeavour
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 verb If you
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try very
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it.  n-var [oft
arrange
n to-inf] An endea
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something, espec
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new or original.
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there. [technical
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mean that it is
very common and
ic, you
strong, and canno
with easily. [writ
t be dealt
ten] ❑ Street crime
is virtually endem
cities. ❑ Ambition
ic in large
often stems from
endem
ic
dissatisfaction.
end|game /end�
eim/ (endgames
)  n-var In chess
endgame refers
,
to the final stage
of a game, when
pieces are left on
only a few
the board and one
of the players must
soon.  n-cou
nt Journalists some
win
times refer to the
stages of some
thing such as a
final
war, dispute, or
endgame. [jour
contest, as an
nalism] ❑ The politic
al endgame is gettin
end|ing  /endi
g closer.
ŋ/ (endings) 
n-count You can
to the last part
refer
of a book, story,
play, or film as
especially when
the ending,
you are considerin
g the way that
ends. ❑ The film
the story
has a Hollywood
happy ending. 
ending of a word
n-count The
is the last part
of it. ❑ …common
like ‘ing’ in walkin
word endings,
g.  ➞ see also
end, nerve endin
en|dive /endiv, am
g
-daiv/ (endives)
 n-var Endiv
type of plant with
e is a
crisp curly leave
s that is eaten
 n-var Endiv
in salads.
e is a type of a
plant with crisp
can be cooked or
bitter leaves that
eaten raw in salad
s. [am]
in brit, use chico
ry

Collins

AGE
7+

Primary
Learner’s Dictionary
3rd Edition
An engaging illustrated dictionary for
learners of English aged 7 and over – the ideal
reference tool for young learners of English.

www.collins.co

.uk/homeworkh

elp

end

|less /endləs/ adj
If you say that
you mean that
something is endle
it is very large
ss,
or lasts for a very
and it seems as
long time,
if it will never
stop. ❑ They turned
street. ❑ The war
into an endless
was endless. ● end
|less|ly adv [adv
adv adj] ❑ They
after v,
talk about it endles
sly. ❑ …endlessly
shops.
long arcades of
endo|crine /endə
krain/ adj [adj
n] The endocrine
is the system of
system
glands that produ
ce hormones which
directly into the
bloodstream, such
go
as the pituitary
glands. [medical]
or thyroid
en|dorse /indɔ�s/
(endorses, endor
sing, endorsed)
If you endorse
someone or some
 verb
thing, you say
you support or
publicly that
approve of them
. ❑ [v n] I can endors
wholeheartedly.
e their opinion
 v-passive If
someone’s drivin
endorsed, an offici
g licence is
al record is made
on it that they
found guilty of
have been
a driving offen
ce. [brit] ❑ [be
report the accident,
v-ed] For failing
his licence was endors
to
ed. ❑ [have n v-ed
+ with] He
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invaluable information on how to write and speak English
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American English
Dictionaries

Collins COBUILD Basic American
English Dictionary
2nd Edition

Collins COBUILD Advanced American
English Dictionary
2nd Edition

For elementary and pre-intermediate learners
of English.

CEF level:
B2+

• Improves confidence: Simple definitions and examples show

•

• Builds confidence: Up-to-date coverage of American English, with full-

•

sentence definitions and authentic examples from the Collins Corpus,
helps learners to understand exactly how to use today’s language
• Improves vocabulary acquisition: Collocations, synonyms and related
words, full-colour illustrations showing topic-related vocabulary, plus
many more vocabulary-building features help learners to improve their
language skills
• Develops fluency: The most frequent words are clearly labelled, helping
learners to decide which words to learn first
• Helps with grammar, writing and speaking: A grammar reference and
handbook on written and spoken communication help improve accuracy
and fluency

•

Collins COBUILD American English Basic Dictionary

e
e

archetype

Word Web

arctic

60

architecture

Arctic Circle

Also available for Kindle

argue

61

Picture Dictionary

area

a
radius (r)

The Colosseum (sometimes spelled Coliseum) in Rome is a great architectural triumph of the ancient world. This amphitheater,
built in the first century BC, could hold 50,000 spectators. It was used for animal fights, human executions, and staged combat.
The elliptical shape allowed spectators to be closer to the action. It also prevented participants from hiding in the corners. The
arches are an important part of the building. They are an example of a Roman improvement to the simple arch. Each arch is

Area = 1/2 bh

Picture Dictionary

 n-count
Archives are a collection of documents and records that
contain historical information. You can also use archives to
refer to the place where archives are stored. ❑ …the State
Library’s archives.  adj [adj n] Archive material is information
that comes from archives. ❑ …archive material.  v-t If you
archive material such as documents or data, you store it in an
archive. ❑ The system will archive the information so agencies can
review it in detail.
archi|vist /ɑrkivist, -kaiv-/ (archivists) n-count An
archivist is a person whose job is to collect, sort, and care for
historical documents and records.
arch|way /ɑrtʃwei/ (archways) n-count An archway is a
passage or entrance that has a curved roof. ❑ Access was via a
narrow archway.
arc light (arc lights) n-count [usu pl] Arc lights are a type of
very bright electric light. ❑ …the brilliant glare of the arc lights.

arc|tic /ɑrktik/

 n-proper The Arctic is the area of the
world around the North Pole. It is extremely cold and there is
very little light in winter and very little darkness in summer.
❑ …winter in the Arctic.  adj If you describe a place or the
weather as arctic, you are emphasizing that it is extremely

Arctic

caribou

cold. [informal, emphasis] ❑ The bathroom, with its spartan
pre-war facilities, is positively arctic.
➞ see Picture Dictionary: globe; Arctic
Arc|tic Circle n-proper [the n] The Arctic Circle is an
imaginary line drawn around the northern part of the world
at approximately 66° North.
ar|dent /ɑrdənt/ adj Ardent is used to describe someone
who has extremely strong feelings about something or
someone. ❑ He’s been one of the most ardent supporters of the
administration’s policy.
ar|dor /ɑrdər/
in brit, use ardour
n-uncount Ardor is a strong, intense feeling of love or
enthusiasm for someone or something. [literary] ❑ …songs of
genuine passion and ardor.
ar|du|ous /ɑrd�uəs/ adj Something that is arduous is
difficult and tiring, and involves a lot of effort. ❑ …a long, hot
and arduous trip.
are /ər, strong ɑr/ Are is the plural and the second person
singular of the present tense of the verb be. Are is often
shortened to -’re after pronouns in spoken English.
area  /εəriə/ (areas)  n-count An area is a particular part
of a town, a country, a region, or the world. ❑ …the large number
of community groups in the area. ❑ The survey was carried out in both
urban and rural areas.  n-count Your area is the part of a town,
country, or region where you live. An organization’s area is
the part of a town, country, or region that it is responsible for.
❑ Local authorities have been responsible for the running of schools in
their areas.  n-count A particular area is a piece of land or
part of a building that is used for a particular activity. ❑ …a
picnic area.  n-count An area is a particular place on a surface
or object, for example, on your body. ❑ You will notice that your
baby has two soft areas on the top of his head.  n-count You can
use area to refer to a particular subject or topic, or to a
particular part of a larger, more general situation or activity.
❑ …the politically sensitive area of social security.  n-var The area
of a surface such as a piece of land is the amount of flat space
or ground that it covers, measured in square units. ❑ The
islands cover a total area of 400 square miles.  ➞ see also gray area
➞ see Picture Dictionary: area

Thesaurus
n.

area

Also look up:

district, place, region, vicinity  

Word Partnership Use area with:
metropolitan area, rural/suburban/urban area,
surrounding area 
local area, remote area 
residential area, restricted area 
downtown area  
tourist area 
prep. throughout the area  
area of expertise 

adj.
lichen

n.

tundra
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Collins COBUILD Learner’s American
English Dictionary
3rd Edition

CEF level:
A2/B1+

For intermediate learners of English.
circumference (c)

base (b)

ar|chive /ɑrkaiv/ (archives, archiving, archived)

Also available for Kindle

height (h)

diameter (d)

The architecture of a building is the style in which it is
designed and constructed. ❑ …modern architecture.
➞ see Word Web: architecture
ar|chiv|al /ɑrkaivəl/ adj [usu adj n] Archival means belonging
or relating to archives. ❑ …his extensive use of archival material.

978-0-00-813579-9

perimeter (p)

supported by a keystone in the top center. The design of the Colosseum has influenced the design of thousands of other public
venues. Many modern day sports stadiums are the same shape.

it. [formal] ❑ …the archetypal American middle-class family living in
the suburbs.
➞ see Word Web: myth
ar|che|type /ɑrkitaip/ (archetypes) n-count An archetype
is something that is considered to be a perfect or typical
example of a particular kind of person or thing, because it
has all their most important characteristics. [formal] ❑ He
came to this country 20 years ago and is the archetype of the successful
Asian businessman.
ar|che|typi|cal /ɑrkitipikəl/ adj [usu adj n] Archetypical
means the same as archetypal.
archi|pela|go /ɑrkipεlə�oυ/ (archipelagos or archipelagoes)
n-count An archipelago is a group of islands, especially small
islands.
archi|tect /ɑrkitεkt/ (architects)  n-count An architect is
a person who designs buildings.  n-count [oft n of n] The
architect of an idea, event, or institution is the person who
invented it or made it happen. ❑ James Madison was the principal
architect of the constitution.
archi|tec|tur|al /ɑrkitεktʃərəl/ adj Architectural means
relating to the design and construction of buildings.
❑ …Tibet’s architectural heritage. ● archi|tec|tur|al|ly adv ❑ The old
city center is architecturally rich.
➞ see Word Web: architecture
archi|tec|ture /ɑrkitεktʃər/  n-uncount Architecture is
the art of planning, designing, and constructing buildings.
❑ He studied classical architecture and design in Rome.  n-uncount

essential words and phrases in American English, including a wide
range of curriculum terms
Helps learners to remember new words: Hundreds of vocabularybuilding features provide visual and aural support, plus colour images
improve understanding of key terms and topics
Increases fluency: Clear labelling of the most frequent words show
which words to learn first
Includes basic vocabulary terms: Full definitions are included for all
words on Dr. Robert Marzano’s list of basic vocabulary terms
Frequency indication: The most important words are clearly labelled
to indicate which words to learn first

•

For upper-intermediate and advanced
learners of English.

A

CEF level:
A1+

Reference

Reference

Collins
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• Builds confidence: Up-to-date coverage of essential American

English words, phrases and idioms, including a wide range of
curriculum terms
Improves vocabulary and fluency: Extensive vocabulary-building
features, such as the Visual Thesaurus, help with collocations,
synonyms and related words
Aids memory: Full-colour illustrations present vocabulary from key
topics in a memorable way
Helps with grammar, writing and speaking: A grammar reference
and handbooks on written and spoken communication help improve
accuracy and fluency
Full sentence definitions: All words and phrases are explained in full
sentences to show words in context, with authentic examples from
Collins Corpus

(The Greek letter π or pi is the ratio of the circumference
of a circle to its diameter, roughly equivalent to 3.14 or 22/7.)

area code (area codes) n-count The area code for a

particular place is the series of numbers that you have to dial
before someone’s personal number if you are making a
telephone call to that place from a different area. [mainly am;
in brit, use dialling code] ❑ The area code for western Pennsylvania
is 412.
area rug (area rugs) n-count An area rug is a rug that
covers only part of a floor. [am] ❑ A different area rug was brought
in and placed under the furniture.
arena /ərinə/ (arenas)  n-count An arena is a place where
sports, entertainments, and other public events take place. It
has seats around it where people sit and watch. ❑ …the largest
indoor sports arena in the world.  n-count You can refer to a
field of activity, especially one where there is a lot of conflict
or action, as an arena of a particular kind. ❑ He made it clear he
had no intention of withdrawing from the political arena.

aren’t  /ɑrnt, ɑrənt/

Aren’t is the usual spoken form
of ‘are not.’  Aren’t is the form of ‘am not’ that is used in
questions or tags in spoken English.
Ar|gen|tine /ɑrd�əntin, -tain/ (Argentines) adj Argentine
means the same as Argentinian. ❑ …Argentine agricultural
products. ● n-count An Argentine is the same as an
Argentinian.
Ar|gen|tin|ian /ɑrd�əntiniən/ (Argentinians) adj
Argentinian means belonging or relating to Argentina or its
people. ❑ …the Argentinian capital, Buenos Aires. ● n-count An
Argentinian is someone who comes from Argentina.


•

•
•

ar|gon /ɑr�ɒn/ n-uncount Argon is an inert gas which

exists in very small amounts in the atmosphere. It is used in
electric lights.
ar|gu|able /ɑr�yuəbəl/  adj If you say that it is arguable
that something is true, you believe that it can be supported
by evidence and that many people would agree with it.
[formal] ❑ It is arguable that this was not as grave a handicap as it
might appear.  adj An idea, point, or comment that is
arguable is not obviously true or correct and should be
questioned. [formal] ❑ It is arguable whether he ever had much
control over the real economic power.
ar|gu|ably /ɑr�yuəbli/ adv You can use arguably when you
are stating your opinion or belief, as a way of giving more
authority to it. ❑ They are arguably the most important band since
The Rolling Stones.
ar|gue  /ɑr�yu/ (argues, arguing, argued)  v-recip If one
person argues with another, they speak angrily to each other
about something that they disagree about. You can also say
that two people argue. ❑ The committee is concerned about players’
behavior, especially arguing with referees.  v-recip If you argue
with someone about something, you discuss it with them,
with each of you giving your different opinions. ❑ He was
arguing with the king about the need to maintain the cavalry at full
strength. ❑ They are arguing over foreign policy.  v-i [usu imper
with neg] If you tell someone not to argue with you, you want

25/04/2016 13:41
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Collins English Visual Dictionary
A photographic guide to 3,000 key words
and phrases in British English. This attractive
pocket-sized book is a perfect English
language travel companion and guide to life
and culture in the UK.
• Everyday words are arranged in themes with
carefully selected up-to-date colour images
to illustrate key words and phrases.
• Topics covering food and drink, home
life, work and school, shopping, sport and
leisure, transport, technology, and the
environment.
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Free
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English language easy for learners to understand.
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As well as giving learners access to the grammar patterns themselves, together with thousands of
examples from Collins Corpus, we - in association with the University of Birmingham - provide
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First English Words
Activity Book 1 and 2

Young
Learners
Young
Learners

Young
Learners
Young
Learners

First English Words

Authors: Hans Mol and Niki Joseph

Authors: Karen Jamieson, Niki Joseph, Hans Mol

Encourage a love of learning English. Through
fun, engaging activities and beautiful
illustrations, young learners of English practise
the words they need to learn with the help of
Ben, Daisy and Keekee the monkey.

AGE
3-7

Two activity books containing simple but engaging
activities with pre-reading and pre-writing tasks. The
activity books are inspired by the award-winning First
English Words and can be used together with the
vocabulary book or on their own.

First English Words
Includes Audio with songs to help children
learn English through play

Winner of the title ‘Best entry for young readers’
at the English-Speaking Union (ESU) English
Language Book Awards 2012.
Packed full of fun and useful everyday vocabulary and a
Audio with 36 songs, this beautifully illustrated vocabulary
book encourages a love of learning English.

Watch a classroom demo lesson
with lots of teaching ideas at
www.collinselt.com/firstenglishwords!

“A book that will be read over
and over again”
English-Speaking Union

Sample page from First English Words Activity Book 1
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Sample page from First English Words Activity Book 1

First English Words
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First English Words Activity Book 1
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First English Words Activity Book 2
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First English Words Teacher’s Book
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AGE
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Young
Learners
Young
Learners

Young
Learners
Young
Learners

Collins Big Cat
Learn to read in English
Collins Big Cat readers and workbooks help children to
learn how to read in English – accurately, fluently and
with enjoyment.
Choose from 800 different Collins Big Cat readers and
workbooks across 18 carefully graded levels and on a
broad range of topics, reflecting the breadth of a school
curriculum, and the general interests of children.
Following colourful and engaging texts – both fiction
and non-fiction – children naturally extend their
understanding of English language structures.
Collins Big Cat workbooks contain:
•
•
•
•

Vocabulary and language exercises
General comprehension exercises
Games and puzzles
A quiz to test understanding

Based on the Paddington novels written and created by Michael
Bond PADDINGTON™ and PADDINGTON BEAR™ ©
Paddington and Company Limited/STUDIOCANAL S.A.S. 2017

Early readers will love exploring key
cross-curricular topics through eight exciting
Collins Big Cat book-banded readers

22
22

Paddington Bear™, and Paddington™and PB™ are trademarks
of Paddington and Company Limited. Licensed on behalf of
Studiocanal S.A.S. by Copyrights Group

For more information about Collins Big Cat and its range
uk/CollinsBigCat
of readers go to www.collins.co.
www.collinselt.com
www.collinselt.com
collins.elt@harpercollins.co.uk
collins.elt@harpercollins.co.uk
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The most thorough and
accurate way of assessing
reading using miscue analysis.

15
16
17
Emerald Sapphire Diamond

18
Pearl

1 Progress Handbook

6 Guided Reading Handbooks

Collins Big Cat Reading
Assessment Tool

Practical planning and teaching
guidance to boost struggling
readers.

Targeted guided lesson
plans and activities to boost
comprehension, inference and
vocabulary.

Full support for integrating
Collins Big Cat Phonics for
Letters and Sounds readers into
your phonics teaching.

2 Phonics Teacher Handbooks

Teacher support
and assessment

12
Copper

13
Topaz

14
Ruby

READING LEVEL: AGES 7-11

These workbooks provide support
for children in upper primary who are
learning mathematics in English. The
course teaches learners the specific
vocabulary and language they need in
their mathematics classes.

11+
Lime
Plus

• Units are organized by mathematical topic and concepts,

11
Lime
10+
White
Plus

appropriate to the age group

• Key language relating to the mathematical concept of each unit
• Cartoons, diagrams and charts help children understand

11
Lime
10
White
6
7
8
Orange Turquoise Purple
2B
Red B
2A
Red A
1B
Pink B
1A
Pink A

3
Yellow

4
Blue

5
Green

9
Gold

10
White
9
Gold
6
7
8
Orange Turquoise Purple
5
Green
4
Blue
3
Yellow

perimeter
distance

2. A shape is drawn on a centimetre grid
Find the area by counting the squares.
3 cm

centimetre (cm)
metre (m)

To remember area and
perimeter, think of a
rectangular table top. The
perimeter is the length around
the edge of the table. The area
is the surface of the table.

3. Shape A and shape B have the same area.
B

A

centimetre squared (cm2)
metre squared (m2)

More than 300
interactive eBooks on
Collins Connect.

Complete the table
Area

Perimeter

A

Think about it!
1. Here is a square on a centimetre grid.
cm
(a) Find the perimeter of the shape
cm2
(b) Find the area of the shape
2. A rug is 3 metres long and 1 metre wide.
m
What is the perimeter of the rug?

B

Teachers and parents note
Students often confuse area and perimeter. Move your finger around the outside of the shape
when you talk about perimeter. Use your whole hand to move across the surface when you talk
about area. Encourage the students to use the correct units when saying or writing answers.

4

3

EBOOKS

72 levelled readers
tailor-made for children
who are struggling with
reading.

PROGRESS

24 phonic-based readers
at an introductory
level for children who
are struggling with
decoding.

PHONICS
PROGRESS

biographies and reports covering science,
geography and history.
Fiction includes classics, Shakespeare
retellings, poetry and traditional tales to
support English.

Cover the Curriculum with Collins Big Cat:
Non-Fiction includes information texts,

More than 800 high-quality banded readers
for the whole school covering a wealth of
genres and topics.

GUIDED, WHOLE-CLASS AND
INDEPENDENT READING

72 phonic-based readers
for further practice and
development.

area
surface

PHONICS
PRACTICE

What is the perimeter of the rectangle?

Area =

Language focus!

0
Lilac

2A
Red A

2B
Red B
1B
Pink B
1A
Pink A

2A
Red A

2B
Red B
1B
Pink B
1A
Pink A
0
Lilac

2A
Red A

0
Lilac

2A
Red A

2B
Red B

To find the area of a shape, count the number
of centimetre squares that it covers.
The area of the rectangle is 6 cm2 because it covers 6 centimetres squared.

2B
Red B

The perimeter of a rectangle is double
the (length + width)
The perimeter of the rectangle is 2 × (2 + 3) = 10 cm

104 fully decodable
readers aligned to
Letters and Sounds for a
secure start to reading.

1. Measure the sides of the rectangle.
length
width

Key words: perimeter, length, width, area, centimetre squared
Perimeter is the distance all the way around a shape.
2 cm
Area is the amount of surface covered in a shape.

PHONICS FOR
LETTERS
AND
SOUNDS

Practise it!

Read it!

1B
Pink B

3
Yellow

4
Blue

6
7
8
Orange Turquoise Purple
5
Green
4
Blue

Perimeter and area

1A
Pink A

3
Yellow

Unit 16 Perimeter and area

1B
Pink B

3
Yellow

4
Blue

6
7
Orange Turquoise

mathematical words, and exercises enable them to practise the
language as they go along
• Ideas at the end of each unit provide teachers or parents with
ways to present the concepts and vocabulary

1A
Pink A

3
Yellow

4
Blue

5
Green

9
Gold

10
White

11
Lime

is highlighted and explained in clear, simple English

READING
INTERVENTION

PHONICS

READING LEVEL: AGES 3-7

AGE
7-10

Series editor: Mary Wood
Authors: Karen Greenway, Linda Glithro and Emma Low

Sample page from ‘English for Mathematics’ Book B

DIGITAL

Support every child on their reading journey from phonics to fluency

Young
Learners
Young
Learners

Young
Learners
Young
Learners
24
24

English for
Mathematics

www.collinselt.com

English For Mathematics: Book A

978-0-00-813570-6

English For Mathematics: Book B

978-0-00-813571-3

English For Mathematics: Book C

978-0-00-813572-0

collins.elt@harpercollins.co.uk
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English Language
Teaching Essentials

Author: Rosi McNab

Activity books for young learners of
English to use at home on their own
or with their parents

A handy series of quick-to-read, practical teacher guide books

Children can colour in, play games, use stickers, solve
puzzles and sing along to songs or listen to stories in
English online.

• Audio
with dialogues, stories and songs read and sung

•
•
•
•
•

by native-speaker children
Puzzles and games in a wide variety of styles
Close up’ sections focus on the target language
Word bank to consolidate and revise new vocabulary
Two pages of colourful stickers for use with the
activities (English Club 1)
Did you know?’ sections with fantastic facts
about the world, the English language and the
people who speak it (English Club 2)

Helpful notes for parents in English, Chinese, Japanese,
Korean, Malay, Spanish, German, Russian, Arabic, Italian,
Portuguese and Turkish included online.
Includes Audio with songs, stories,
dialogues, jokes and notes for parents

INCLUDES
STICKERS

Young
Learners
Young
Learners

Young
Learners
Young
Learners

English Club

Introducing English to Young Children:
Reading and Writing
Author: Opal Dunn
Easy to read and full of practical
information, this book introduces
reading and writing skills (including
spelling) through a playful approach and
meaningful projects.

• Explores how children move towards

becoming independent learners

• Gives ideas on enjoying and making

picture books

• Helps teachers plan, manage and

assess lessons


• Includes
an introduction to

handwriting for children who write
using a different script

e

Also available as an e-book

Teaching Techniques for Communicative English
Author: Jane Revell
This new edition of the bestselling title
includes lively activities that give learners
a chance to experiment creatively with
newly acquired language so they can
communicate in a meaningful way in real
life situations.

• Moves from easy to more challenging

exercises for both learners and teachers

• Includes activities and role plays based

on real life situations

e

Also available as an e-book

Introducing English to Young Children: Reading and Writing

978-0-00-752254-5

Teaching Techniques for Communicative English

978-0-00-752252-1

Sample page and Sticker page from English Club

26
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English Club 1 (Age 5–6) incl. Audio + Stickers

978-0-00-748859-9

English Club 2 (Age 7–8) incl. Audio

978-0-00-748860-5

www.collinselt.com

collins.elt@harpercollins.co.uk
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Courses

Courses

COURSES
Collins ensures full coverage of the examination requirements
with digital and print materials for self-study and
classroom use.

28

www.collinselt.com

International Primary English
as a Second Language

30

Cambridge Lower Secondary
English as a Second Language

31

Get Ready for IELTS

32

collins.elt@harpercollins.co.uk
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Series editor: Karen Morrison
Authors: D
 aphne Paizee, Jennifer Martin, Sandy Gibbs,
Kathryn Gibbs, Robert Kellas
Consisting of innovative magazine-style Student’s Books, extensive
Workbooks and supportive Teacher’s Guides, this highly flexible, 6-level
course offers progression within and across levels. It covers the Cambridge
Primary English as a Second Language framework from Cambridge
Assessment International Education and takes students through CEF A1
level (beginner) to A2/B1 level (pre-intermediate).

Student’s Books:



• Engage learners with the colourful

and appealing magazine-style
resources
• Inspire thought and conversation
with a range of fiction and nonfiction reading texts



Teacher’s Guides:

Workbooks:
• Provide additional activities and

opportunities for further practice

• Build confidence and

understanding of key vocabulary
and language
• Challenge your learners to
stretch themselves by spending
longer thinking about a topic and
investigating it further with the
‘Thinking Deeper’ tasks

• Benefit from a clear, but

CEF level:
A1 - A2

AGE
5-11

Cambridge Lower
Secondary English as
a Second Language

AGE
11-14

Written with a range of international contexts in mind, this new, flexible 3-level course
is perfect for 11–14 year olds. It is designed to allow flexibility in how the course is
taught and offers highly illustrated, engaging material with a variety of appropriatelygraded exercises and activities. The course covers the Cambridge Lower Secondary
English as a Second Language syllabus from Cambridge Assessment International
Education takes students through CEF B1 level and beyond.

Student’s Books:

Teacher’s Guides:

• Each level comprises 16 units based

• Provide clear guidance to help with

around motivating and relevant
themes
• Include engaging literature texts to
encourage students to read
• Provide cross-curricular support to
enhance the study of other subjects
• Designed to develop students’
critical thinking skills across a wide
range of topics

Workbooks:
• Offer a range of practice exercises

differentiated path through the
Student’s Books
• Be ready to teach with
comprehensive, easy-to-use
teacher and classroom resources,
including step-by-step lesson
plans, and a varied and extensive
Activity Bank

CEF level:
A2 - B1+

Courses

Courses

Cambridge International
Primary English as a
Second Language

to consolidate and extend students’
learning
• Encourage students to self-evaluate
and reflect on their progress
• Provide additional practice through
regular review sections

lesson planning

• Offer support for mixed ability

classes

• Allow flexibility in teaching, with

extra worksheets and additional
activity ideas
• Include answer keys for Student’s
Book and Workbook

5

The International Space Station

Setting the scene

Thinking
about
text
Setting the
scene
1 What is the text about?
a the ISS
b the astronauts on the ISS
c daily life on the ISS

Discuss:

1 What do you know about the International
Space Station?

2 Where does the text come from?

2 Imagine you live in space. How do you

•

sleep?

•

eat?

•

a a newspaper
b a magazine for young people
c a school science textbook

relax?

Have you thought about what it is like to
live in space? Well, six astronauts on the
International Space Station (ISS) are doing
that right now.

wrong verb when there is no up! They go
to the bathroom to brush their teeth just
like we do. The toothpaste is easy because it
sticks to the toothbrush but water is more
The ISS flies 400 kilometres above our heads of a problem. It makes big balls and floats
at a speed of eight kilometres per second. It around so the astronauts have to catch it with
orbits Earth in 90 minutes. That means the their mouths!
crew see the sun rise and set 16 times in a After breakfast the astronauts have to do their
day! However, they try to live a normal life. chores and work. The space station must
They sleep, eat, work and relax just as we do. be clean and safe just like your home. Most
But some things are a bit different!
of the astronauts are scientists. They have
There is no gravity on the ISS so experiments to work on.

3 Why did the author write the text?
a to teach scientists about the ISS
b to get people to give money for the ISS
c to interest and excite readers

4 Which is the best title for the text?
a The International Space Station
b Astronauts
c A daily routine like no other!

Word
check
1
Setting
the scene
1 Find words in the text that mean the following.
a people who go into space
b to go all around something in space
c the people who work together, usually in a ship
or plane
d the force that makes something fall to the ground
e to stay in the air
f someone who studies science, or who works
in science

nothing falls down, it floats around.
When the astronauts sleep, they tie themselves
to a wall in their small bedrooms. It doesn’t
matter which wall, it can even be the floor or
ceiling because there is no up or down.

In the evening, they relax. They love to sit
and look at Earth flying by. They have the
most amazing views. They can also email or
call their families. One Canadian astronaut
took his guitar with him to play. One song
Their day starts when the lights are turned about space travel became very famous –
on by someone on Earth. They get up at you can see it here http://chrishadfield.ca/
6 o’clock – although maybe ‘get up’ is the space-oddity/.

Word
check
2
Setting
the scene
1 Match the verbs with their meanings.

Exploring
text
Setting thethe
scene
Discuss:

This series is endorsed by
Cambridge Assessment International
Education to support the full
curriculum framework from 2011.

1 In what ways are the lives of astronauts on the ISS
like our lives?

2 Find examples of how the lives of the astronauts
are different from ours.

22

get away

arrive at a place and time

get back

be better after an illness or problem

get in

be friends with someone

get on

be given something you had before

get over

escape

get together

meet

Read for information

Did you know…?
You can see the ISS
yourself. It is the third
brightest object in the
night sky. The light looks
like a plane but it moves
much faster. To learn
when and where to watch
out for it, go to http://
spotthestation.nasa.gov/.

Language tip
The author says “‘get
up’ is the wrong verb
when there is no up!” So
what can we say when
astronauts leave their
beds? Is ‘get down’, ‘get
over’, ‘get through’ or
‘get about’ better?
There are a lot of verbs
that have ‘get’ and
another word. We call
these multi-word verbs.

Recognise the opinion of the writer. Use multi-word verbs.
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Sample pages from Cambridge Lower Secondary English as a Second Language Student’s Book
Sample pages from Student’s Book 3
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Student’s Book Stage 1

978-0-00-821358-9

Student’s Book Stage 4

978-0-00-821367-1

Workbook Stage 1

978-0-00-821359-6

Workbook Stage 4

978-0-00-821368-8

Teacher’s Guide Stage 1

978-0-00-821360-2

Teacher’s Guide Stage 4

978-0-00-821369-5

Student’s Book Stage 2

978-0-00-821361-9

Student’s Book Stage 5

978-0-00-821370-1

Workbook Stage 2

978-0-00-821362-6

Workbook Stage 5

978-0-00-821371-8

Teacher’s Guide Stage 2

978-0-00-821363-3

Teacher’s Guide Stage 5

978-0-00-821372-5

Student’s Book Stage 3

978-0-00-821364-0

Student’s Book Stage 6

978-0-00-821373-2

Workbook Stage 3

978-0-00-821365-7

Workbook Stage 6

978-0-00-821374-9

Teacher’s Guide Stage 3

978-0-00-821366-4

Teacher’s Guide 6

978-0-00-821375-6

This resource is endorsed by Cambridge Assessment
International Education to support the full curriculum
framework from 2011.

www.collinselt.com

Student’s Book: Stage 7

978-0-00-821540-8

Student’s Book: Stage 8

978-0-00-821541-5

Student’s Book: Stage 9

978-0-00-821542-2

Workbook: Stage 7

978-0-00-821544-6

Workbook: Stage 8

978-0-00-821546-0

Workbook: Stage 9

978-0-00-821548-4

Teacher’s Guide: Stage 7

978-0-00-821543-9

Teacher’s Guide: Stage 8

978-0-00-821545-3

Teacher’s Guide: Stage 9

978-0-00-821547-7

collins.elt@harpercollins.co.uk
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CEF level: A2+
IELTS level: 3.5+

Get Ready for IELTS:
Resources for students

CEF level: A2+
IELTS level: 3.5+

Get Ready for IELTS offers a wealth of
print and digital resources for students

Get Ready for IELTS is a specially designed course that takes
students from pre-intermediate up to intermediate level so that
they are ready for their IELTS preparation course
Written by a team of experienced IELTS tutors, this 100-hour course uses the flipped learning approach to maximise
the effectiveness of time in the classroom.

Student’s Book

The course contains 50 hours of core classroom material with an additional 50 hours of material that can be offered
as homework, or for consolidation or extension in class. This additional material is available both online and in print
allowing for flexible learning.

• 12 units of carefully graded material to help students improve their reading,

This contains:
writing, listening and speaking skills

• m
 otivating topics and tasks which help develop critical thinking skills
• key grammar and vocabulary in every unit that builds language skills and

This comprehensive course includes a wealth of resources and support for students and teachers:
•
•
•
•

Courses

Courses

Get Ready for IELTS:
An IELTS foundation course

improves accuracy

Student’s Book with Audio
Workbook
Online resources via Collins Connect
Teacher’s Guide with Audio

• Exam Tips to fully prepare students for what to expect in each part of the

exam and provide strategies for success

• IELTS-style practice questions that enable students to approach the exam

with confidence

• a Grammar Guide that provides clear explanations and examples of key

language in use

Get Ready for IELTS:
Resources for teachers

Includes Audio for Speaking and Listening practice

CEF level: A2+
IELTS level: 3.5+

Workbook
This component contains:

Get Ready for IELTS offers a complete support
package for teachers including the Teacher’s
Guide which provides:

• all the pre-class preparation work for students (This is an alternative to

Collins Connect.)

• a punctuation guide to help students improve their writing skills
• exercises to help students avoid common errors

• clear and easy-to-follow lesson plans, explanations and instructions for

getting the most out of classroom time

• activities to spot-check that students have understood and retained the

vocabulary and grammar preparation they have done before class

• n
 otes on typical mistakes students make and how to correct them
• answers to Student’s Book exercises contained within the lesson plans, for

ease of use

The online resources contain:

• model answers for Writing and Speaking

• all the pre-class preparation work for students with self-

Includes Audio for for Listening and Speaking activities

marking, making it easy for students to see what they have
retained and what they need to work on
• additional practice material with a focus on grammar,
spelling, punctuation and sentence structure to help students
prepare for the writing and speaking sections of the exam

• Collins Connect offers teachers further support with:
• photocopiable activities
• audioscripts of all Listening and Speaking activities

Teach with confidence and flexibility, using
the brand new Get Ready for IELTS course that
offers flexibility for all classroom situations.
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Student’s Book incl. Audio

978-0-00-813917-9

Workbook

978-0-00-813566-9

Teacher’s Guide incl. Audio

978-0-00-813918-6

Online Resource, powered by Collins
Connect, 1 year licence

978-0-00-816008-1

For more information on the course visit
www.collins.co.uk/getreadyforielts
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English for Life: Skills

Wherever you are on your English learning journey, the
Collins General English and Skills resources can prepare you
for navigating a range of different situations and improving in
whichever skills you need.

36

English for Life: Reading

36

English for Life: Writing

36

English for Life: Listening

37

English for Life: Speaking

37

Work on your...

38

Grammar

38

Vocabulary

38

Phrasal Verbs

39

Idioms

39

Handwriting

39

Accent

40

Real Lives, Real Listening

General English and Skills

General English and Skills

GENERAL ENGLISH
AND SKILLS

41

17mm spine
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English for Life: Listening

English for Life: Skills
Bring your studies to life
An innovative skills series across three levels, based on authentic
materials, and containing relevant topics needed to get by in English.
Each book adopts a unique approach to work on one of the four skills,
giving students and teachers the opportunity to focus specifically on the
skill they need to work on.

Listening books help learners to understand naturally spoken
English in a variety of contexts and accents. Practice exercises
help learners gain confidence with the challenge of authentic
English. The books also include notes on clear language usage,
tips on how to improve listening skills and a variety of COBUILD
features to help with new vocabulary.
100% authentic recordings include:
• announcements, voicemails and conversations
• a large variety of native and non-native English accents

Teaching
notes available online at

www.collinselt.com/englishforlife

These books are ideal for:
 kills lessons
S
Supplementing coursebooks
Skills-focused short courses

Extra assignments to support individual students
One-to-one lessons
Independent study

Upper Intermediate / B2+
CEF level:
A2 - B2+

Author: Ian Badger

Intermediate / B1+
Author: Ian Badger

Authors: Chris Flint & Jamie Flockhart

Help learners get the information they need from every
text they read

Series includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The English for Life: Reading books contain a variety
of authentic and adapted texts reflecting real English
environments and a variety of styles. Exercises help to
develop reading skills including reading for general
understanding and reading for detail, and include lots of
useful information, such as how to improve reading speed.

advertisements
newspapers
blogs and websites
social networking sites
novels
travel information

Teaching
notes available online at www.collinselt.com/englishforlife

CEF level: B1+

Pre-intermediate / A2

978-0-00-749774-4

Intermediate / B1+

978-0-00-745871-4

Upper Intermediate / B2+

978-0-00-754231-4

Guide learners to write clearer, better English in every situation
The English for Life: Writing books include a wide variety of
formal and informal texts, helping students to recognise
different writing styles and choose the right language in
a large variety of contexts. Exercises practise persuasive
language and help students to get their message across.
The books also include essential advice on punctuation,
layout, sentence structure and tone.

Pre-intermediate / A2

978-0-00-749775-1

incl. Audio

CEF level: A2+

Intermediate / B1+

978-0-00-745872-1

incl. Audio

CEF level: B1+

Upper Intermediate / B2+

978-0-00-754268-0

incl. Audio

CEF level: B2+

English for Life: Speaking
Improve learners’ ability to speak clear English that everyone will
understand
The English for Life: Speaking books include a wide variety of model
conversations to help students get familiar with the language people really
use when they are speaking. Students complete a variety of exercises based
on the model conversations, practising accuracy, clarity, pronunciation and
the use of language appropriate to different situations.

CEF level: B2+

English for Life: Writing
Series includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

online reviews
job applications
letters
tweets
emails
blogs

Teaching
notes available online at www.collinselt.com/englishforlife
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Successful in making even the mundane
activities of daily life engaging
English-Speaking Union, 2013

Pre-intermediate / A2

English for Life: Reading

General
English and Skills
Young
Learners

Young
Learners
General
English and Skills

• Help learners to understand the English they hear in real life
• Based on 100% authentic recordings, the English for Life:

 udios contain conversations and listening and speaking
A
practice activities.
• Series includes topics such as:
• starting conversations
• asking for and giving opinions
• apologising
• interrupting and making suggestions
• buying and ordering things
• changing the subject

Pre-intermediate / A2

978-0-00-749776-8

CEF level: A2+

Pre-intermediate / A2

978-0-00-749777-5

incl. Audio

CEF level: A2+

Intermediate / B1+

978-0-00-746061-8

CEF level: B1+

Intermediate / B1+

978-0-00-745783-0

incl. Audio

CEF level: B1+

Upper Intermediate / B2+

978-0-00-754132-4

CEF level: B2+

Upper Intermediate / B2+

978-0-00-754269-7

incl. Audio

CEF level: B2+

www.collinselt.com

collins.elt@harpercollins.co.uk
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Work on your...
Phrasal Verbs

Grammar and Vocabulary

General
English and Skills
Young
Learners

Young
Learners
General
English and Skills

Work on your...

CEF level:
B1- C2

Authors: Jamie Flockhart & Cheryl Pelteret

• Thirty units with hundreds of practice exercises in each book

English is full of phrasal verbs and it’s challenging for learners to know how
and when to use them.

• Clear layouts with lots of space for students’ answers

Includes language that has been
carefully selected by experts using
Collins COBUILD data

• Important points clearly explained in Remember! and Good to

know! boxes
• Illustrations help explain grammar points and vocabulary Answer key
included, allowing students to check their progress independently

Work on your Phrasal Verbs covers the 400 most common phrasal verbs in
depth with clear examples, definitions and exercises to help students learn
how and when to use them correctly.
• Phrasal verbs are grouped into 25 themes, such as Feelings, Sport and Jobs,

making them easier to memorise

• Full-sentence dictionary definitions with example sentences and extra

background notes on usage

• Study tips on how to remember phrasal verbs
UNIT 1
Exercise 5
Use sentences A–F to answer questions 1–6.

Work on your Grammar has been added to Vocab
Express! Covering the key grammar points needed by
learners of English from level A1 to C1, and including
a variety of engaging activities to assist learners.
Vocab Express integrates text, images and audio,
to support learning, on a platform which makes
homework setting and progress monitoring
simple, with pre-loaded content and easy-to-use
tracking tools.

1 Whose company has adopted a new way of
working?
2 Who is surprised at how strict his working
conditions are becoming?
3 Who thinks he will soon have a new boss?

Idioms

Authors: Sandra Anderson & Cheryl Pelteret

4 Who is improving his expertise at work?

A Veejay feels he hasn’t a clue how to find a better
employer.
B Nik is getting himself up to speed on the new tax
law.
C Khalid leapt to the conclusion that the CEO would
now resign.
D Stefan’s firm has really taken the idea of
teleworking on board.
E Cheng put two and two together and hoped this
would mean a promotion for him.
F Xavier can’t get his head around all the new rules in
the office.

CEF level:
B1- C2

Idioms in English can be amusing,
colourful
expressive but they are
5 Who is expecting
to benefit fromand
recent events?
never straightforward to understand,
sofor ait’s
important
to help students
6 Who wants to work
different
company?
cope with them.
Exercise 6
Complete the table. Put the idioms in the correct groups.

| get the wrong
have a clue
your head
around somethingidioms,
end of the stick | a grey area
Work on your Idioms focuses onnot the
300| get
most
common
covering
up to speed | take something on board | read between the lines | jump to conclusions
get the hang
of something | get
the picture | put two
and two
together | go into
one ear
and out the other
each of them in depth, with clear
examples,
definitions
and
exercises
help
students learn how and whenunderstanding
to use the
idioms
correctly.
correctly
1
2

• Idioms are grouped into 25 themes, such as
Communicating, Money and
4
3

Vocab Express saves teachers hours spent preparing
and marking homework and it’s all online! Which
means you and your students can access the platform
from anywhere, at any time.

5
Relationships, making them easier to memorise

• Study tips on how to remember idioms 67
• British English and American
English variations
included
not understanding
1
2
3
4

Request your free trial at
collinselt@harpercollins.co.uk

5

Your turn!
Think about learning experiences you or people
around you have had recently. Use the idioms in
this unit to talk about them. For example:

Work on your... Grammar
Elementary / A1

978-0-00-749953-3

Pre-intermediate / A2

978-0-00-749955-7

Intermediate / B1

978-0-00-749962-5

Upper Intermediate / B2

978-0-00-749963-2

Advanced / C1

978-0-00-749967-0

Work on your... Vocabulary

38

Your turn! activities
motivate students to
use the idioms and
phrasal verbs when
talking about their
own ideas

Each unit includes a
humorous drawing
illustrating the meaning of
phrasal verbs and idioms

I finally managed to get my head around how a car
engine works.
My parents still haven’t got the hang of text
messaging.

9

Work on your Idioms
Work_Idioms_Unit_01.indd 9

Handwriting

All levels

Elementary / A1

978-0-00-749954-0

Author: Jenny Siklós

Pre-intermediate / A2

978-0-00-749957-1

Intermediate / B1

978-0-00-749964-9

Work on your Handwriting helps students improve their handwriting in
English, especially if their home language does not have the same alphabet.

Upper Intermediate / B2

978-0-00-749965-6

Advanced / C1

978-0-00-749968-7

www.collinselt.com

Idioms and Phrasal Verbs
have been carefully chosen
through frequency analysis
of Collins COBUILD data

18/05/12 3:57 PM

collins.elt@harpercollins.co.uk

Phrasal Verbs

978-0-00-746466-1

Idioms

978-0-00-746467-8

Handwriting

978-0-00-746942-0
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Accent

All you need to

score you’re aimin

g for

Four complete TOEIC®
Speaking and Writin tests for the Listening and Readi
g paper
ng paper
A clear guide to

each part of the

Strategies for doing
Online audio for

and

TOEIC® test

well in the test

realistic Speaking

and Listening paper
s
Answers for all four
Speaking and Writinsections, including model answe
rs for
g

Clearer pronunciation for better communication

Collins

accent

Clearer pronunc
iation
for better comm
unication

A three-level listening skills textbook based on
unscripted and authentic recordings, featuring
native and non-native speakers.

2nd EDITION

 ork on your Accent helps students to speak clear English that everyone will
W
understand by softening the influence of their mother tongue. Professional
accent coaches Helen and Sarah demonstrate how to pronounce each sound,
and show learners when to use them. They also help students to recognise
why their native language makes it difficult for them to pronounce certain
sounds and which sounds they need to focus on.
You can trust Collins
COBUILD
Practice Tests for
the TOEIC® Test
contain
COBUILD conten
t. The 4.5-billion-wo s a mini-dictionary based on
largest database
rd
of the English langua Collins Corpus is the world’s
and has been at
the heart of Collins ge. It is updated every month
COBUILD for more
than 30 years.

Helen Ashton &

Sarah Shepherd

Find us at www.colli

Audio available
online

for KEY samples.ind

d 6


Includes
audio and video available to download online
illustrating physical articulation and pronunciation
Accent

978-0-00-837547-8

incl. DVD-ROM

Real Lives, Real Listening trains students in listening. Through authentic
recordings it exposes students to the grammatical structures and lexis which
are used most frequently in spoken English rather than just tests.
It raises students’ awareness of the differences between spoken and
written English, and boosts their confidence. The series reflects the latest
academic theories on the importance of authentic listening practice in
language acquisition.

nselt.com
facebook.com/collins
elt
@CollinsELT

ISBN 978-0-00837547-8

9 780008
375478

Practice Tests

CEF level:
A2-C1

Author: Sheila Thorn

work on yo
ur

work on you
r accent

Authors: Helen Ashton & Sarah Shepherd

reach the TOEIC®

17mm spine

CEF level:
B1- C2

Real Lives,
Real Listening

16/8/19 12:33
am

Clear illustrations and photos
show what each sound looks like

General
English and Skills
Young
Learners

NEW
EDITION

Collins

Young
Learners
General
English and Skills

Work on your...

• Detailed comprehension and language practice exercises
• Includes information on simplification, linking, elision and weak forms

2

 udio with authentic interviews featuring native and non-native
A
speakers of English

TO & DO

/t/ (to), /d/ (do)



 eacher’s notes and answer keys available in the General English
T
section at www.collinselt.com

1

Clear examples
of when to use
the sound

2

Make the sounds
1
DVD

2
3
4
5
6

Press the tip of your tongue onto the alveolar
ridge.
Let the sides of your tongue touch the top molars.

An innovative series that offers a fresh and
practical approach to developing listening skills
by means of authentic texts.
Dr John Field, Universities of Bedfordshire and
Cambridge

Start to breathe out, and let a little air build up
behind your tongue.
Don’t let any air out through your nose!
Drop your tongue tip quickly, and continue breathing
out.
The sound you produce can be voiced /d/ or
voiceless /t/ (see page 15).

When do I use this sound?
6

Voiced/voiceless

Spelling

Examples

voiceless

Frequency

t

top, atom, sat

often

voiceless

tt

butter

voiceless

often

th

Thomas, Thailand, thyme

rarely, just in names/places

voiced

d

do, meadow, brand

voiced

often

dd

ladder

often

There is a silent t if st is in the middle of the word
like ‘fasten’, ‘listen’, ‘whistle’, ‘glisten’,
‘castle’, ‘hustle’.
/t/ and /d/ sounds are sometimes not released
on the ends of words. You will find an
explanation

of this in the section on Connecting your speech
(page 91).
DVD-ROM assists
students when they try to Now try it!
imitate the sound
Say each of these words and sentences aloud.

Then compare your pronunciation with the

model on tracks 7–9.

7–9

18

A

1

time

train

artist

attain

2

bottom

dog

heart

drive

late

rider

India

read

hard

ready

Real Lives, Real Listening Elementary – complete edition

978-0-00-752231-6

incl. Audio

Elementary / A2

Real Lives, Real Listening Intermediate – complete edition

978-0-00-752232-3

incl. Audio

Intermediate / B1–B2

Real Lives, Real Listening Advanced – complete edition

978-0-00-752233-0

incl. Audio

Advanced / B2–C1

Section B: The sounds of English

Work Accent

SecB pp13-51.indd 18
Work on your
Accent, pp. 16–17

40

25/04/12 8:13 PM
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Specially adapted for English language learners, these
readers offer a range of well-known and accessible fiction
and non-fiction to allow readers to develop their skills and
confidence.

42

Amazing People Readers

44

Agatha Christie Readers

46

		

CEF level

Word count

Headwords

Level 1

elementary

A2

5,000-8,000

approx 700

Level 2

pre-intermediate

A2–B1

8,000-11,000

approx 900

Level 3

intermediate

B1

11,000-15,000

approx 1,100

Level 4

upper intermediate

B2

15,000-20,000

approx 1,700

Level 5

upper intermediate+

B2+

22,000-30,000

approx 2,200

Level 6

advanced

C1

28,000+

2,500+

Level 7

advanced+

C2

varied

varied

www.collinselt.com

collins.elt@harpercollins.co.uk

English Readers

English Readers

ENGLISH
READERS

43

Level 1 elementary CEF: A2

CEF level:
A2-B2

In association with

Inspiring non-fiction readers
In the Amazing People Readers characters from history tell their story in their
own words. This unique approach to storytelling creates an engaging first
person narrative, ideal for use in the classroom, and perfect for Content and
Language Integrated Learning (CLIL).

AMAZING

PEOPLE

William the Conqueror
Saladin
Genghis Khan
Catherine the Great
Abraham Lincoln
Queen Victoria

Mayer Rothschild
Cornelius Vanderbilt
Will Kellogg
Elizabeth Arden
Walt Disney
Soichiro Honda

Glenn Miller
Pérez Prado
Ella Fitzgerald
Luciano Pavarotti
John Lennon

Johannes Gutenberg
Louis Braille
Alexander Graham Bell
Thomas Edison
Guglielmo Marconi
John Logie Baird

Harriet Tubman
Emmeline Pankhurst
Maria Montessori
Helen Keller
Nancy Wake
Eva Perón

Edward Jenner
Florence Nightingale
Elizabeth Garrett
Carl Jung
Jonas Salk
Christiaan Barnard

Leonardo da Vinci
Christopher Wren
Antoni Gaudí
Pablo Picasso
Frida Kahlo

Galileo Galilei
René Descartes
Isaac Newton
Carl Gauss
Charles Babbage
Ada Lovelace

Antoine Lavoisier
Humphry Davy
Gregor Mendel
Louis Pasteur
Charles Darwin
Francis Crick

Geoffrey Chaucer
William Shakespeare
Charles Dickens
Victor Hugo
Leo Tolstoy
Rudyard Kipling

Pablo Casals
Louis Armstrong
Edith Piaf
Frank Sinatra
Maria Callas
Elvis Presley

Henry Heinz
William Lever
Michael Marks
Henry Ford
Coco Chanel
Ray Kroc

Alessandro Volta
Michael Faraday
Marie Curie
Albert Einstein
Alexander
Fleming
:
Linus Pauling

Julius Caesar
Queen Elizabeth I
George Washington
King Louis XVI
Winston Churchill
Che Guevara

English Readers

English Readers

Amazing People
Readers

Each Amazing People Reader contains:

Level 2 pre-intermediate CEF: A2–B1

• 5 or 6 short stories, each with a historical character telling their own

life story
• Useful timelines, perfect for revision and checking comprehension

Includes
downloadable audio containing a full reading of each story

 ree online resources at www.collinselt.com/readers, including videos,
F
a level test, student and classroom activities, and ideas for further
project work

e

PERFECT
FOR THE CLIL
CLASSROOM

Also available as e-books

Joseph Montgolfier
Louis Blériot
Charles Lindbergh
Amelia Earhart
Amy Johnson

JS Bach
Wolfgang Mozart
Giuseppe Verdi
Johann Strauss
Pyotr Tchaikovsky
Irving Berlin

Level 3 intermediate CEF: B1

Collins COBUILD grading scheme
The Collins COBUILD grading scheme has been created using
the most up-to-date language usage information available today.
Each level is guided by a brand new grammar and vocabulary
framework, ensuring that the series will perfectly match your
students’ reading abilities.

Amazing Leaders

978-0-00-754492-9

Level 1 / A2

Amazing Explorers

978-0-00-754497-4

Level 3 / B1

Amazing Inventors

978-0-00-754494-3

Level 1 / A2

Amazing Writers

978-0-00-754498-1

Level 3 / B1

Amazing Entrepreneurs &
Business People

978-0-00-754501-8

Level 1 / A2

Amazing Philanthropists

978-0-00-754504-9

Level 3 / B1

Amazing Women

978-0-00-754493-6

Level 1 / A2

Amazing Performers

978-0-00-754505-6

Level 3 / B1

Amazing Performers

978-0-00-754508-7

Level 1 / A2

Amazing Scientists

978-0-00-754510-0

Level 3 / B1

Amazing Aviators

978-0-00-754495-0

Level 2 / A2–B1

Amazing Thinkers &
Humanitarians

978-0-00-754499-8

Level 4 / B2

Amazing Architects & Artists

978-0-00-754496-7

Level 2 / A2–B1

Amazing Scientists

978-0-00-754500-1

Level 4 / B2

Amazing Composers

978-0-00-754502-5

Level 2 / A2–B1

Amazing Writers

978-0-00-754506-3

Level 4 / B2

Amazing Mathematicians

978-0-00-754503-2

Level 2 / A2–B1

Amazing Leaders

978-0-00-754507-0

Level 4 / B2

Amazing Medical People

978-0-00-754509-4

Level 2 / A2–B1

Amazing Entrepreneurs &
Business People

978-0-00-754511-7

Level 4 / B2

Marco Polo
Ibn Battuta
Christopher Columbus
James Cook
David Livingstone
Yuri Gagarin

Level 4 upper intermediate CEF: B2

Confucius
Socrates
Aristotle
William Wilberforce
Karl Marx
Mahatma Gandhi

44

Alfred Nobel
Andrew Carnegie
John Rockefeller
Thomas Barnardo
Henry Wellcome
Madam CJ Walker

www.collinselt.com

Voltaire
Charlotte Brontë
Mark Twain
Jacques Prevert
Ayn Rand
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn

collins.elt@harpercollins.co.uk
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Level 3 intermediate CEF: B1

Help learners get the most out of Agatha
Christie’s legendary crime stories

NEW
TITLES
COMING
SOON

English Readers

English Readers

Agatha Christie
Readers
CEF level:
B1 - B2+

• Language graded for upper-intermediate learners to support

understanding of the story

• Notes on history and culture help learners understand social and historical

contexts
• Character notes for keeping track of who is who
• A glossary of difficult words facilitates vocabulary comprehension
• A Audio with a full reading of the story supports listening comprehension
and helps with pronunciation

Level 4 upper intermediate CEF: B2

Includes audio versions with a full reading of each story available at
www.collinselt.com/agathachristie
Activities
and extra material available at www.collinselt.com/

agathachristie Audiobooks are now available on audible and iTunes
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Murder on the Orient Express

978-0-00-824967-0

Level 3/B1

Death on the Nile

978-0-00-824968-7

Level 3/B1

The Body in the Library

978-0-00-824969-4

Level 3/B1

Dead Man’s Folly

978-0-00-824970-0

Level 3/B1

The Witness for the Prosecution (and other stories)

978-0-00-824971-7

Level 3/B1

The Man in the Brown Suit

978-0-00-745155-5

Level 4/B2

The Moving Finger

978-0-00-745163-0

Level 4/B2

The Murder of Roger Ackroyd

978-0-00-745156-2

Level 4/B2

The Mysterious Affair at Styles

978-0-00-745152-4

Level 4/B2

Why didn’t they ask Evans?

978-0-00-745159-3

Level 4/B2

Hickory Dickory Dock

978-0-00-745171-5

Level 4/B2

After the Funeral

978-0-00-745169-2

Level 4/B2

They Came to Baghdad

978-0-00-745166-1

Level 4/B2

Death in the Clouds

978-0-00-745160-9

Level 4/B2

N or M?

978-0-00-745162-3

Level 4/B2

Sparkling Cyanide

978-0-00-826234-1

Level 5/B2+

Crooked House

978-0-00-826235-8

Level 5/B2+

They Do it with Mirrors

978-0-00-826236-5

Level 5/B2+

A Pocket Full of Rye

978-0-00-826237-2

Level 5/B2+

Destination Unknown

978-0-00-826238-9

Level 5/B2+

4.50 from Paddington

978-0-00-826239-6

Level 5/B2+

Cat Among the Pigeons

978-0-00-826240-2

Level 5/B2+

Appointment with Death

978-0-00-826233-4

Level 5/B2+

Peril at End House

978-0-00-826232-7

Level 5/B2+

Murder at the Vicarage

978-0-00-826231-0

Level 5/B2+

Level 4 upper intermediate+ CEF: B2+

www.collinselt.com

collins.elt@harpercollins.co.uk
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Cambridge English Qualifications

Offering a range of resources to cover the Cambridge English,
IELTS, TOEIC and TOEFL, Collins ensures full coverage of the
examination requirements with digital and print materials for
self-study and classroom use.

17mm spine

17mm spine

A clear guide to each part of the TOEIC® test
Strategies for doing well in the test
Online audio for realistic Speaking and Listening papers
Answers for all four sections, including model answers for
Speaking and Writing

the TOEIC® score

you’re aiming for

Four complete TOEIC®
Speaking and Writin tests for the Listening and Reading
paper and
g paper

English
Cambridge
A clear guide to each

A2 KEY
part of the TOEIC®

Strategies for doing

test

well in the test

Online audio for realist

ic Speaking and Listen

ing papers
Answers for all four
sections, including
Speaking and Writin
model answers for
g

8 practice tests

Collins English for
Exams

For the
revised 2020
examination

Cambridge English

B1 PRELIMINARY

Find us at www.collinselt.com
facebook.com/collinselt
@CollinsELT

You can trust Collins
COBUILD
Practice Tests for the
TOEIC® Test contain
s a mini-dictionar
COBUILD conten
y based on
t. The 4.5-billion-wo
rd Collins Corpus
largest database of
is the world’s
the English languag
e. It is
and has been at the
heart of Collins COBUI updated every month
LD for more than
30 years.

ISBN 978-0-00-836749-7

9 780008 367497

Audio available onlin
e

Find us at www.colli

nselt.com
facebook.com/collins
elt
@CollinsELT

ISBN 978-0-00836748-0

9 780008 367480

Practice Tests for

Practice Tests for KEY samples.indd 5

KEY samples.ind

d 7

Practice Tests for Pre-A1
Starters, A1 Movers, A2 Flyers

50

Practice Tests for A2 Key for Schools and B1
Preliminary for Schoolsa

51

Practice Tests for A2 Key
and B1 Preliminary

52

Practice Tests for First

53

Collins COBUILD Key Words for First

53

IELTS

8 practice tests

b1 preliminary

You can trust Collins COBUILD
Practice Tests for the TOEIC® Test contains a mini-dictionary based on
COBUILD content. The 4.5-billion-word Collins Corpus is the world’s
largest database of the English language. It is updated every month
and has been at the heart of Collins COBUILD for more than 30 years.

Audio available online

All you need to reach

For the
revised 2020
examination

Collins English for
Exams Cambridge
English

Four complete TOEIC tests for the Listening and Reading paper and
Speaking and Writing paper

a2 key

®

Collins English for Exams Cambridge English

All you need to reach the TOEIC® score you’re aiming for

Collins English for Exams

16/8/19 9:08 pm

54

Practice Tests, Grammar and Vocabulary

55

Skills for IELTS

56

Collins COBUILD for IELTS Preparation

57
58

Practice Tests for TOEFL®

58

Skills for the TOEFL® iBT Test

58

TOEFL® Vocabulary and Grammar

59

COBUILD Key words for the TOEFL® Test

59

TOEIC®

www.collinselt.com

54

Get Ready for IELTS - skills series

TOEFL®

16/8/19 9:08 pm
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English for Exams

English for Exams

ENGLISH FOR
EXAMS

60

Skills for the TOEIC® Test: Listening and Reading

60

Practice Tests for TOEIC®

60

Skills for the TOEIC® Test: Speaking and Writing

61

COBUILD Key words for the TOEIC® Test

61

collins.elt@harpercollins.co.uk
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English for Exams

English for Exams

Practice Tests for A2
Key for Schools and B1
Preliminary for Schools

Practice Tests for Pre-A1
Starters, A1 Movers,
A2 Flyers
AGE
7-12

Fully
updated
for the
new exams

Online support for parents and teachers included

With realistic test papers and helpful advice, students will feel confident and fully prepared for what to
expect on the day of the test for Cambridge English Key for Schools and Preliminary for Schools, now
fully updated to reflect the revised 2020 exam specification.

Help learners have a positive first experience preparing for an English test.
These new practice test materials support young learners aged 7–12, and
include comprehensive guidance for both teachers and parents. By working
through the practice tests, children will feel ready for what they need to do
on the day of the test, and will also have fun whilst they are learning.

Collins Cambridge English Practice Tests for A2 Key for Schools

Each book includes:

Author: Sarah Jane Lewis

• T
 hree complete practice tests
• Ideas for fun activities to help motivate and prepare young learners for

This resource is suitable for Elementary or Pre-intermediate students (CEF
level A1 -A2) preparing to take the Cambridge English A2 Key for Schools
(formerly KET for Schools) qualification.
reach the TOEI

C ® score you’r

e aiming for

exam day, available online
• Free audio resources are available online for the Listening papers, plus
model answers for the Speaking papers
• Answer key and audioscripts included in the online guides

• 8 complete practice tests, with answer keys included
• Visual materials available for the Speaking paper, plus model answers
• A mini-dictionary of difficult words from the tests, taken from our

COBUILD dictionaries

Comprehensive
Parents’ and Teachers’ Guides available free online: 50

pages of activity ideas and tips to prepare young learners for the exam

 ownloadable audio and audio scripts for the Listening
D
and Speaking papers

Audio with British and American English accents provided free online

You can trust Collin
s COBUILD
Practice Tests for
the
COBUILD conten TOEIC® Test contains a mini-d
ictiona
t. The 4.5-billion-w
largest database
ord Collins Corpu ry based on
of the English
s is the world’s
language. It is
and has been at
updated every
the heart of Collin
month
s COBUILD for
more than 30
years.

Collins English
for Exam

s

Cambridge En

For the
revised 2020
examination

glish

A2 KEY

Cambridge Eng
lish a2 key for
schools

Four complete
TOEI ®
Speaking and Writi C tests for the Listening
and Reading pape
ng paper
r and
A clear guide to
each part of the
TOEIC ® test
Strategies for doing
well in the test
Online audio for
realistic Speaking
and Listening
papers
Answers for all
four
Speaking and Writi sections, including model
answers for
ng

NEW

17mm spine

Collins English
for Exams

All you need to

CEF:
A1 - A2

for schoo
ls

8 practice test

s

Audio availab
le online

Find us at www.col

linselt.com
facebook.com/col
linselt
@CollinsELT

ISBN 978-0-00
-836755-8

9 78000 8
36755 8

Collins Cambridge English Practice Tests for B1 Preliminary for Schools
Practice Tests

Test 3 Reading & Writing
Test 3 Reading & Writing

Part 5

Part 4

the correct word
Read this. Choose a word from the box. Write
next to numbers 1–5. There is one example.

dd 6

. Write one-word
Look at the picture and read the questions
answers. There are two examples.

CEF:
A2 - B1

This is suitable for Pre-intermediate and Intermediate students (CEF level
A2 -B1) preparing to take the Cambridge English B1 Preliminary for Schools
(formerly PET for Schools) qualification.

A doll

COBUILD dictionaries



Examples
Who is driving the car?
What time of day is it?

Dad .....
....................
afternoon.....
the ....................

 ownloadable audio and audio scripts for the Listening and
D
Speaking papers

ear

children

1

How many people are in the car?

You can trust Collin
s COBUILD
Practice Tests for
the
COBUILD conten TOEIC® Test contains a mini-d
ictiona
t. The 4.5-billion-w
largest database
ord Collins Corpu ry based on
of the English
s is the world’s
language. It is
and has been at
updated every
the heart of Collin
month
s COBUILD for
more than 30
years.

.........................

Find us at www.col

linselt.com
facebook.com/col
linselt
@CollinsELT

ISBN 978-0-00
-836754-1

Collins English
for Exam

s

Cambridge En

For the
revised 2020
examination

glish

B1 PRELIMIN
ARY

for schoo
ls

8 practice test
s
Audio availab
le online

for schoo
ls

Questions
mouth

e aiming for

Cambridge Eng
lish b1 prelimi
nary

) ..................... . He has
He has got two arms but he cannot throw a (2
jump. He lives in
got two (3) ......................... but he cannot run or

face

C ® score you’r

• 8 complete practice tests, with answer keys included
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Practice Tests for Pre A1 Starters

978-0-0082-7486-3

incl. Audio

Practice Tests for A1 Movers

978-0-0082-7487-0

incl. Audio

Practice Tests for A2 Flyers

978-0-0082-7488-7

incl. Audio

Practice Tests for A2 Key for Schools

978-0-00-836755-8

Practice Tests for B1 Preliminary for Schools

978-0-00-836754-1

www.collinselt.com

collins.elt@harpercollins.co.uk
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Practice Tests for
First

Updated to reflect the new exam specification introduced in January 2020, these resources now
contain twice the amount of test papers as before, offering all the practice you need for the
Cambridge English A2 Key and B1 Preliminary qualifications.

English for Exams

English for Exams

Practice Tests for A2 Key
and B1 Preliminary

CEF: B2

Collins Cambridge English Practice Tests for B2 First
Author: Peter Travis

Collins Cambridge English Practice Tests for A2 Key

CEF:
A1 - A2

With the realistic test papers and helpful advice, students will feel
confident and fully prepared for what to expect on the day of the test. This
resource contains:

NEW
EDITION

Author: Sarah Jane Lewis
This resource is suitable for Elementary or Pre-intermediate students (CEF
level A1 -A2) preparing to take the Cambridge English A2 Key (formerly KET)
qualification.
TOEIC® score you’re aiming

Collins English for Exam
s Cambridge English

All you need to reach the

for

Four complete TOEIC® tests
Speaking and Writing paper for the Listening and Reading paper and

• 8
 complete practice tests, with answer keys included
• Visual materials available for the Speaking paper, plus model answers
• A mini-dictionary of difficult words from the tests, taken from our
A clear guide to each part

Strategies for doing well

Online audio for realistic

of the TOEIC® test

in the test

Speaking and Listening

papers

Answers for all four section
s, including model answer
Speaking and Writing
s for

COBUILD dictionaries

Downloadable audio and audio scripts for the Listening
and Speaking papers

You can trust Collins COBUILD
Practice Tests for the TOEIC®
Test contains a mini-dict
ionary based on
COBUILD content. The
4.5-billio
largest database of the English n-word Collins Corpus is the world’s
language. It is updated
every month
and has been at the heart
of Collins COBUILD for
more than 30 years.

Collins English for Exams

tips for success

For the
revised 2020
examination

A2 KEY

• A mini-dictionary of difficult words from the tests, taken from our

COBUILD dictionaries

8 practice tests
Audio available online

CEF level:
B1+

Collins COBUILD Key Words for Cambridge
English: First (FCE)
Allows students to:

Find us at www.collinse
lt.com
facebook.com/collinselt
@CollinsELT

Collins Cambridge English Practice Tests for B1 Preliminary [Second edition]
ISBN 978-0-00-836749-7

• Understand words through clear definitions in the A–Z section
• Improve accuracy using thousands of collocations, synonyms and the

9 780008 367497

Practice Tests for KEY

• F
 ree downloadable audio scripts for the Listening and Speaking papers
• Full colour section with visual materials for the Speaking paper, plus model

answers (in the downloadable audio)

Cambridge English

a2 key



• 4 complete practice tests with answer keys and model answers
• Free online practice module that guides you through a complete test with

17mm spine

samples.indd 5

Author: Peter Travis

16/8/19 9:08 pm

Useful Phrases section

• Revise from word lists organised by topic

This resource is suitable for Pre-intermediate and Intermediate students
(CEF level A2 -B1) preparing to take the Cambridge English B1 Preliminary
(formerly PET) qualification.

CEF:
A2 - B1

NEW
EDITION
163 | furious
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COBUILD dictionaries
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Four complete TOEIC® tests
Speaking and Writing paper for the Listening and Reading paper and

Downloadable audio and audio scripts for the Listening
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A clear guide to each part

Strategies for doing well

of the TOEIC® test
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Online audio for realistic

Speaking and Listening
papers
Answers for all four section
s, including model answer
Speaking and Writing
s for

/f�n/

adjective If something is fun, you enjoy doing it. If someone is fun, you enjoy
their company. [informal] ❍ It should be a fun evening. ❍ Now comes the fun part
– the food. ❍ [+ to-inf] Tom is good fun to be around.

17mm spine

Collins English for Exam
s Cambridge English

• 8 complete practice tests, with answer keys included
• Visual materials available for the Speaking paper, plus model answers
• A mini-dictionary of difficult words from the tests, taken from our

fun

Collins English for Exams

➔ see Useful Phrases make fun of someone/something

For the
revised 2020
examination

c
d
e
f

▶ synonym: entertaining

g

▶ antonym: boring

Cambridge English

Fun is used to describe someone who is good to be with or an activity that
is enjoyable to do. ❍ Liz is great fun to be with. ❍ They all thought canoeing was
great fun.

i

Funny is used to describe someone or something that makes you laugh.
Jim Carrey is a very funny man. ❍ She told a really funny joke.

k

fun

8 practice tests

163 | furious

h

which word: fun or funny?

B1 PRELIMINARY

a
b

▶ collocations:
should be/ought to be fun
good/great fun
fun stuff
a fun time
the fun part

/f�n/

❍

j

l

adjective If something ismfun, you enjoy doing it. If someone is fun, you enjoy
❍ It should be a fun evening. ❍ Now comes the fun part
personality
fun| ny /�f�ni/ (funnier, funniest) their company.
[informal]
n
adjective Someone or something that is funny is amusing and likely to make
❍ [+ find
– hysterically
the food.
to-inf]
is good fun to be around.
o
you smile or laugh. We all thought he was
funny. I didn’t
that joke Tom
❍

❍

very funny.

Audio available online

p

➔ see note at fun
▶ collocations:
very/really/hysterically funny
a funny story/joke
a funny film/show
find something funny

➔ see Useful Phrases make
fun of someone/something
q

b1 preliminary

r
▶ collocations:
s
should be/ought to
be fun
t
▶ synonyms: amusing, comical
good/great fun
u
word family
fun stuff
v
funny
adjective I’ll tell you a funny story.
aI have
fun
time
funnily
adverb
Funnily enough,
exactly
the same problem.
w
x
the fun part

d
e

❍

You can trust Collins COBUILD
®

Practice Tests for A2 Key [Second edition]

978-0-00-836749-7
Practice Tests for KEY

Practice Tests for B1 Preliminary [Second edition]

fu| ri| ous

Find us at www.collinse
lt.com
facebook.com/collinselt
@CollinsELT

/�fjυəriəs/
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y

▶ synonym: entertaining
z

adjective Someone who is furious is extremely angry. ❍ [+ at/with] He is furious at
the way he has been treated. ❍ [+ that] I am furious that it has taken so long to uncover
what really happened.

g

▶ antonym: boring

ISBN 978-0-00-836748-0

h

9 780008 367480

which word: fun or funny?
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Fun is used to describe someone who is good to be with or an activity that
is enjoyable to do. ❍ Liz is great fun to be with. ❍ They all thought canoeing was
great fun.

i

Funny is used to describe someone or something that makes you laugh.
Jim Carrey is a very funny man. ❍ She told a really funny joke.

k

31/10/2013 12:18
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fun| ny
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/�f�ni/ (funnier, funniest)

COBUILD Keypersonality
Words for Cambridge English: First (FCE)

adjective Someone or something that is funny is amusing and likely to make
you smile or laugh. ❍ We all thought he was hysterically funny. ❍ I didn’t find that joke
very funny.
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Practice Tests for the TOEIC
Test contains a mini-dict
ionary based on
COBUILD content. The
4.5-billio
largest database of the English n-word Collins Corpus is the world’s
language. It is updated
every month
and has been at the heart
of Collins COBUILD for
more than 30 years.
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The Get Ready for IELTS skills books are for students who would like to make
a start on their IELTS preparation, but who need to build up their language
level before taking the test. Each of the books is aimed at improving one
of the four skills, allowing students to easily focus on the areas they really
need support with.
Each title includes:

IELTS Practice Tests,
Grammar and Vocabulary

IELTS: 4.0+
CEF level:
A2+

Practice Tests for IELTS

CEF level:
B1+

The two Practice Tests for IELTS books ensure students are ready to sit the
exam and achieve the IELTS score they need.

English for Exams

English for Exams

Get Ready for IELTS Skills

Each book includes:

• 12 units of carefully graded material for

pre-intermediate learners

• Four review units to check and consolidate key

language and skills
• Key IELTS grammar and vocabulary
• Exam tips, information and common errors
• Complete practice test, answer keys and glossary

• Four complete Academic IELTS tests plus two complete General Reading

and Writing papers

• A
 clear guide to how the IELTS exam works
• A whole section full of useful tips on how to do well in the exam
• Audio (+ transcript) with accurate models for the Speaking and Listening

papers

• Answers and explanations for all four papers (including model answers for
Get Ready for IELTS Listening

978-0-00-746062-5

Get Ready for IELTS Reading

978-0-00-746064-9

Get Ready for IELTS Speaking

978-0-00-746063-2

Get Ready for IELTS Writing

978-0-00-746065-6

Teaching
notes available online at

www.collinselt.com/teachielts

Perfect for self-study, using a guided-learning
approach that gives students access to a
full answer key with model answers and
commentary

incl. Audio

Speaking and Writing)
Includes Audio

incl. Audio

Grammar for IELTS

CEF level: B1+ /
IELTS level: 5-6

Authors: Fiona Aish & Jo Tomlinson

Grammar for IELTS equips students with the tools to improve their grammar
for the IELTS challenge.
• T
 wenty units cover key areas of grammar for all four IELTS tests
• Students complete a full IELTS test by working through the book
• Useful tips, practical exam strategies and practice exam sections covering all

four IELTS test papers in every unit

Includes Audio with practice for the IELTS Listening test and model
answers for IELTS Speaking

Vocabulary for IELTS

CEF level: B1+ /
IELTS level: 5-6

Author: Anneli Williams

Vocabulary for IELTS is the perfect tool for students who would like to work on
key vocabulary needed for the IELTS exam.
• T
 wenty units cover vocabulary for all four IELTS papers
• Key vocabulary and example sentences from the

Collins Corpus included

• Practice exam sections at the end of each unit cover

the full range of IELTS test papers
Includes Audio providing valuable Listening and Speaking practice
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Practice Tests for IELTS

978-0-00-749969-4

incl. Audio

Practice Tests for IELTS 2

978-0-00-759813-7

incl. Audio

Grammar for IELTS

978-0-00-745683-3

incl. Audio

Vocabulary for IELTS

978-0-00-745682-6

incl. Audio

www.collinselt.com

Teaching notes available online at
www.collinselt.com/teachielts

collins.elt@harpercollins.co.uk
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CEF level:
A2+

NEW
EDITION

IELTS: 6.0+

Don’t let one skill hold you back
These new editions have been thoroughly updated to help students taking
the IELTS exam demonstrate their skills for Reading, Listening, Speaking
and Writing, either at work or at university. Ideal for learners with band
score 5 – 5.5 who are aiming for a band score 6, these resources can be used
side-by-side or independently both in the classroom and as self-study to
ensure learners feel fully confident for their exams.

Powered by COBUILD
The 4-billion-word Collins corpus
is the world’s largest database
of the English language. It is
updated every month and has
been at the heart of Collins
COBUILD for more than 30 years

The Collins COBUILD IELTS Dictionary and the Key Words for IELTS books
are ideal for learners who are preparing for the IELTS exam. They cover the
words, phrases and idioms that students need to master in order to achieve
the IELTS scored required by top universities and employers.

All books contain:

Collins COBUILD IELTS Dictionary

• Full model answers and hints in the answer key on how to improve your

A comprehensive dictionary including IELTS-specific
words as well as general vocabulary, to help students
achieve the IELTS score they need.

•
•
•
•

responses
Tips on how to get a top score and information on common errors and
`Watch out!’ boxes that highlight common IELTS mistakes
A revision checklist at the end of each section to remind students what they
should do for each part of the exam
Enhanced answer keys with further explanations of why answers are right or
wrong, or ambiguous
Recordings and practice exercises just like those used in the IELTS exam

Writing for IELTS

978-0-00-8367534

Reading for IELTS

978-0-00-8367503

Speaking for IELTS

978-0-00-8367510

Listening for IELTS

978-0-00-8367527

usage notes, information on easily-confused words,
related words, synonyms, antonyms and IELTS-style
corpus examples
• The Writing for IELTS guide and Speaking for IELTS
guide help learners to produce polished written texts
and achieve fluency when speaking

Collins COBUILD Key Words for
IELTS
Three compact, graded reference books which provide
easy access to the essential key words students need
to succeed in the IELTS exam. All three titles include
vocabulary-enrichment features that enable students
to expand their vocabulary in key topic areas, to use the
words accurately and correctly, and provide help with
academic writing.

Unit 1

1

ng
Synonyms and paraphrasi
e answers for
a–h. There are two possibl
hotels below with the words
2 Complete the passage about

On the move

some of the answers.
a alternative
b common

Synonyms; Paraphrasing
| Travel and tourism vocabulary;
g
Language development
s; Vowel sounds and spellin
answers; Paraphrasing option
Exam skills | Predicting
Multiple choice; Matching
etion;
compl
Form
1:
n
|
Exam practice Sectio

ulary

Travel and tourism vocab

3

2

3

4

1

8

7

6

Match the words a–h to
a
b
c
d

customers
passenger
staff
receptionist

the pictures 1–8.
e
f
g
h

tour guide
tourists
travel agent
waiter

Match the words 1–8 with
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

5

4

c old-fashioned
d reasonable

• Book 1 Starter – For students starting

g traditional
h unique

e sufficient
f suitable

their IELTS preparation
• Book 2 Improver – For students
who want to improve their IELTS score
• Book 3 Advanced – For students aiming
for a top score

it in the
style; there is nothing like
in 1900 and has a (1)
The hotel has a
The Grand Hotel was built
, the facilities are modern.
design is (2)
s purposes.
local area. Although the interior
busines
for
(3)
is
it
g rooms, so
the prices
conference centre and meetin
choice for tourists because
which is a (5)
and
option is the Hotel Royal,
fact it is quite (7)
An (4)
The hotel is not modern; in
, and it is next to the beach.
are (6)
for a short break.
(8)
is
it
but
repair,
in need of minor

elopment
Part 1: Language dev

1

Watch out
When you have to write answers
ion
in spaces (e.g form complet
words
questions), make sure your
e.g. The
are grammatically correct,
holiday is very expensive.

suitable
traditional
alternative
unique
old-fashioned
reasonable
sufficient
common

Choose the sentences a–c

Exam tip

their synonyms a–h.
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h

Learning topic-related words
is a good way to increase your
the
vocabulary. You can organise
words
vocabulary by topic and add
and common collocations.

conventional
frequent
dated
other
adequate
appropriate
fair
individual

which do not mean the

same as the key sentences

reasonable.
1 The price of dinner was
a fair price.
a I thought the meal was
not too expensive.
b The bill for dinner was
ced.
c That meal was overpri
nt to see all of the art gallery.
2 Three hours will be sufficie
everything
you enough time to see
a Three hours should give
in the art gallery.
time for
an adequate amount of
b I think three hours is
viewing the art gallery.
hours
all the art gallery in three
c You’ll be unlikely to see
is suitable for children.
3 I don’t think this hotel
.
families
for
tory
a This hotel is quite satisfac
hotel.
bringing under 18s to this
b I wouldn’t recommend
riate for minors, in my view.
c This hotel isn’t approp
time of year.
this
at
area
this
in
n
4 Heavy rain is commo
r here at this time of year.
a There is often bad weathe
here.
are occasional storms around
b At this time of year there
t at this time of year.
c In this region rain is frequen

IELTS Level: 5.5–6.5
IELTS Level: 7+

1–4.

words
Don’t just listen for the same
options.
you see in the questions or
es
Some of the words and sentenc
to the
t
on the recording are differen
test.
words and sentences in the

9

Collins COBUILD IELTS Dictionary

978-0-00-810083-4

Collins COBUILD Key Words for IELTS Book 1 Starter

978-0-00-736545-6

Collins COBUILD Key Words for IELTS Book 2 Improver

978-0-00-736546-3

Collins COBUILD Key Words for IELTS Book 3 Advanced

978-0-00-736547-0

06/09/19 12:29 AM

Listening for IELTS
06/09/19 12:29 AM

IELTS Listening_2nd ed_Unit

IELTS Level: 4–5.5

Watch out

On the move

8

CEF level:
B1+

• Explains key words in depth using collocations boxes,

The Collins Writing for
IELTS concentrates on the
Academic paper.
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Collins COBUILD for
IELTS Preparation

English for Exams

English for Exams

Skills for IELTS

IELTS Listening_2nd ed_Unit

01.indd 9

01.indd 8

www.collinselt.com

collins.elt@harpercollins.co.uk
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TOEFL® Vocabulary
and Grammar

CEF level:
B1+
TOEFL:
57-109

Practice Test Pack for the TOEFL® Test

Vocabulary and Grammar for the TOEFL® Test

A comprehensive pack to prepare students for the TOEFL® iBT and
PBT tests. Students will:

Author: Ingrid Wisniewska

Vocabulary and Grammar for the TOEFL® Test is designed to help students
master the vocabulary and grammar that they require to get a high score in
the TOEFL® test.

• Feel completely confident about how the TOEFL® test works
• Know what to expect on the day of the test
• Improve their score through realistic practice designed to replicate

CEF level:
B1+

TOEFL:
57-109

English for Exams

English for Exams

TOEFL®
Practice Tests

• E
 xposes students to the task types they will encounter in the TOEFL® test
• Includes tips and strategies for how to approach test tasks
• Enables students to improve their skills, gain confidence, and achieve the

the online environment of the TOEFL® iBT test

score they need

The pack includes:

Includes audio online

• A
 ccess to four complete TOEFL® tests online
• Two complete TOEFL® tests with answers, mini-dictionary and

audioscript in the practice test book

Collins COBUILD Key Words for the TOEFL® Test

• A complete Guide to the TOEFL® Test booklet, with strategies for

success and information on the test

Collins COBUILD Key Words for the TOEFL® Test covers the words and
phrases that students need to achieve the TOEFL® test scores required by
top universities and employers.

 n Audio with realistic audio for the Speaking and Listening
A
sections
 nline access to four complete TOEFL® tests and a free
O
interactive training module with additional practice and strategies
for improving skills for each part of the test

Skills for the
TOEFL® iBT Test

• Vocabulary-building features, synonyms, phrases and collocations help

students to enrich their vocabulary and increase their accuracy and fluency.
Key terms from the Academic Word List are also covered
• To help students consolidate what they have learnt, the title also includes
a thematic word list section, organised according to topics that frequently
appear in the TOEFL® test
• Clear definitions and authentic examples from the Collins Corpus help
students to see how English is really used

CEF level:
B1+
TOEFL:
57-109

Skills for the TOEFL iBT® Test gives learners the
tools to handle the challenging integrated skills
aspect of the test, providing clear strategies and
tips to help learners improve their score.
• I mprove students’ confidence with progressive practice and review sections
• Clear test strategies, tips and practice activities give students the tools to

work towards a better score

• Help students eliminate wrong answers with answer analysis feature

Includes audio online with test-style listening practice
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Multi format: Online course, Book, Booklet 1 Audio

978-0-00-749970-0

Reading and Writing

978-0-00-746059-5

incl. Audio

Listening and Speaking

978-0-00-746060-1

incl. Audio

Three stages of Progressive Practice
provide step-by-step support to
answering questions confidently

Vocabulary and Grammar for the TOEFL® Test

978-0-00-749966-3

Collins COBUILD Key Words for the TOEFL® Test

978-0-00-745346-7

www.collinselt.com

incl. Audio

collins.elt@harpercollins.co.uk
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TOEIC: 550+

NEW
EDITION

The updated Skills for the TOEIC® Test: Listening and Reading focuses on
helping learners handle the integrated skills aspect of the TOEIC® test. This
resource has been updated to reflect the new style of testing found in the
TOEIC® exams.

Skills for the TOEIC®
Test: Speaking
and Writing
Written with the integrated skills aspect of the TOEIC® test in mind, the
SKILLS FOR THE TOEIC TEST
Skills for the TOEIC® Test: Speaking and Writing aims
to help students with
these two skills in line with the exam requirements.

CEF level:
B1+

®

If you feel overwhelmed
by the TOEIC ® test, Collins
SKILLS FOR THE TOEIC ®
can help. By working
TEST
through Collins SKILLS
FOR THE TOEIC ® TEST
Writing you will gain
Speaking and
confidence as you practice
for the test.

Every unit contains:
Quick Guide summary
, giving you an easy-refe
rence
overview of every question
type in the test

Further features:

Walk Through explanati
on, taking you through
the test in
closer detail

Get it Right tips and
tasks, with practical
strategies to help
you identify correct answers

work towards a better score
• Help students eliminate wrong answers with answer analysis feature
Progressive Practice
section, providing step-by-s
tep
support for each question
type; increasing conﬁ
dence as
you work through the
Get Ready, Get Set,
and Go for the
TOEIC Test practice
stages

Answer Analysis feature,
helping you learn to identify
eliminate wrong answers
and

Audio online
www.collinselt.com/audio
Ideal for improving your
TOEIC score
Perfect for self study
or for use in
the classroom

Provides material for 75

hours of study
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powered by cobuild

audio
available
online

ALSO AVAILABLE in the
Collins’ TOEIC range:
PRACTICE TESTS FOR
THE TOEIC®TEST
SKILLS FOR THE TOEIC®
TEST, Listening and Reading
Collins COBUILD KEY
WORDS FOR THE TOEIC®
TEST

®

✔ Learn
words and
phrases
✔ Revise
for a top
essential
test score
topics and
✔ Understand
build your
how English
conﬁdence
is really
TOEIC is
a registered
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trademark
of Educational
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Testing

Service
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publication
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Find us at www.collinse
lt.com
facebook.com/collinselt
@CollinsELT

You can trust Collins COBUILD:

The 4.5-billion-word Collins
Corpus is the world’s
largest database of the
English language. The
Corpus is updated every
month and has been at
heart of Collins COBUILD
the
publishing for over 25
years.
Find Collins COBUILD
for learners at www.collin
sdictionary.com

Online access to Listening and Reading support

TOEIC_Speak_Write_cvr.indd

ISBN 978-0-00-746058-8

Speaking and Writing

 udio with test-style listening practice and
A
model answers for speaking included

for all question types

English for Exams

TIN

G

TE
COMPLE
P TESTS I

English

for all question types

Learn

®

well on each question type and includes useful vocabulary and expressions
• Answer Analysis: teaches learners how to rule out distracter answer options
• Progressive Practice: encourages independent learning by offering a
graded progression of content and task sets
• Timed TOEIC® test-taking guides and help learners practice what they’ve
learned in a simulated environment

Challenges and Solution
s section,
helping you to overcom
e the
biggest challenges of
the test

Review Test sections,
offering
timed practice for each
skill in a
simulated test environm
ent

Be prepared

English for Exams

SKILLS FOR THE TOEIC
TEST

• I mprove students’ confidence with Progressive Practice and Review sections
• Clear test strategies, tips and practice activities give students the tools to

• Get it right: gives a quick overview of the most important steps for doing

TOEIC: 550+

useful tips and strategi
es

9 780007 460588

Boost
your vocabulary

Increase

your ﬂuency and accurac
y

Build

your conﬁdence

Improve

your score!

SKILLS FOR
THE TOEIC TEST
®

Speaking and Writing

TOEIC is a registered trademark

of Educational Testing

Service (ETS). This publication

is not endorsed or approved

by ETS.

audio
available
online

pow ered by cob uild

1

Downloadable audio: enables effective TOEIC® practice

Practice Tests
for the TOEIC®

29/11/2017 14:20

Practice Test Pack for the TOEIC ® Test

Collins COBUILD
Key Words for the
TOEIC® Test

The Practice Tests for TOEIC® have been fully updated to reflect the
new TOEIC® test specifications, helping you to feel confident and ready
to take your test.

Collins COBUILD Key Words for the TOEIC® Test covers the words and
phrases that students need to master in order to achieve the scores
required by top employers.

All you need for your ideal TOEIC score:

• F
 ull coverage of the most common words that appear in the TOEIC® test
• Simple definitions make words even easier to understand
• Topic-based vocabulary sections ensure students feel fully prepared for

CEF level:
B1+

Four complete TOEIC® tests, including Speaking and Writing papers
A clear guide to how the TOEIC® test works
A whole section full of useful tips on how to do well in the exam
Downloadable audio (+ transcript) with accurate model Speaking and
Listening papers
• Answers and explanations for all four sections of the test (including
model answers for Speaking and Writing)
•
•
•
•

Practice Tests for TOEIC®

978-0-00-832385-1

Skills for the TOEIC Test: Listening and Reading

978-0-00-832386-8

®
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English for Exams

CEF level:
B1+

English for Exams

English for Exams

Skills for the TOEIC®
Test: Listening and
Reading

TOEIC: 550+

NEW
EDITION

CEF level:
B1+

TOEIC: 550+

the exam

Skills for the TOEIC® Test: Speaking and Writing

978-0-00-746058-8

Collins COBUILD Key Key Words for the TOEIC® Test

978-0-00-745883-7

www.collinselt.com

incl. Audio

collins.elt@harpercollins.co.uk
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ENGLISH FOR
BUSINESS PURPOSES
ENGLISH FOR SPECIFIC
PURPOSES
Designed to build confidence in professional and academic
environments, these resources are ideal for those using English
as part of their higher education or in their day-to-day career.

Academic Skills Series

64

Vocabulary Organizer
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International Students’
Survival Guide
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English for Business: Skills
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Business Vocabulary,
Grammar and Dictionaries

67

Business Vocabulary in Practice

67

Business Grammar & Practice

67

Collins COBUILD International
Business English Dictionary

67

Pocket Business Dictionary

67

Business Skills and Business
Communication

68

Key Business Skills
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Small Talk
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www.collinselt.com
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Workplace English
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Workplace English 2

69

Hotel & Hospitality English
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Collins COBUILD Key Words
for Specific Purposes
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68

Effective International Business
Communication

English for Work

collins.elt@harpercollins.co.uk

English
for Academic, Business and Specific Purposes
Young Learners

English
for Academic, Business and Specific Purposes
Young Learners

ENGLISH FOR
ACADEMIC PURPOSES
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Vocabulary Organizer

E A P

The Academic Skills Series supports international
students of all academic subjects with study skills and
English language practice. The six books help students
step up their performance from IELTS/TOEFL®-level to
academic success.

Authors: Pete Sharma & Barney Barrett

CEF level: B2+
/ IELTS level:
5.5+

Learn new words more quickly
Research shows that students need to see a new word as many as eight
times before it passes from short-term memory into productive vocabulary.
Vocabulary Organizer helps students to do this by providing structured and
organised templates in which to record and review their vocabulary.
Students learn how to:
•
•
•
•

• E
 ach book focuses on one specific skill required at university
• Information on academic expectations and practical exercises helps

students to understand what is required in the academic world

• Chapters include tips and summaries for easy reference

e

English for Academic Purposes

English for Academic Purposes

Academic Skills
Series

Remember new words more easily
Differentiate between active and passive vocabulary
Record vocabulary in a structured way
Find their vocabulary to review

Also available as e-books

Writing

It’s very useful in that it helps
students take an active part in
vocabulary learning and saves
them from asking for ‘lists’ as they
often do!”
Susanna Wesson, France

Author: Els Van Geyte

Research
Author: Anneli Williams

Lectures
Author: Jo Tomlinson & Fiona Aish
Includes Audio with authentic
lectures

1

Presenting
Author: Graham Burton

Aims

✓
✓

Aims
Includes Audio with model

language

✓

Getting started
Academic language
explained in each unit –
glossary helps students
broaden their vocabulary

Why do you have to do library based research?
Glossary

the purpose of research

✓

how your research will
be marked

how to interpret set research
questions

✓

how to write a research question of
your own

the research process

Quiz

Self-evaluation
Which of the statements below is true for you?

Group Work
Author: Patrick McMahon

I understand why I need to do research as part of my course.

agree | disagree | not sure

2

I understand how my research will be marked.

agree | disagree | not sure

3

I know how to plan a research project.

agree | disagree | not sure

4

I can easily understand set research questions.

agree | disagree | not sure

5

I know how to write a good research question.

agree | disagree | not sure

Glossary

Authors: Louis Rogers &
Dawn Willoughby
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1

What is research?

Numbers

International Students’
Survival Guide

1 Getting started

subject
discipline =
In an academic
setting, a subject
discipline is a
particular topic
or specific area
of study.

In simple terms, when you do research, you are looking for information
in order to answer a question. In academic settings, research can take
many different forms depending on the subject discipline and the kind of
question you want to answer. If you are studying a scientific subject, your
research may take the form of an experiment to answer a question which
begins with the phrase: ‘What will happen if…?’ if you are studying a
social science, your research may take the form of a survey of a group of
people’s thoughts, feelings or experiences. In any case, no matter what
your subject discipline, at some point you will have to do some research
which involves investigating what other scholars have said about the
topic you are interested in. In other words, you will have to do some
‘library based’ research.

978-0-00-750710-8

Research

978-0-00-750711-5

Lectures

978-0-00-750712-2

incl. Audio

Presenting

978-0-00-750713-9

incl. Audio

Group Work

978-0-00-750714-6

Numbers

978-0-00-750715-3

When you do library based research, you usually have to work on your
own. This gives you the opportunity to become a more independent
learner and to show that you can think for yourself. These are qualities
that are highly valued in academic settings within the English speaking
world.
However, working independently does not mean that your research is
not connected to the work of other people. One of the main purposes
of universities is to produce knowledge, that is, to create, evaluate and
disseminate new information and ideas. Producing knowledge usually
involves many scholars working in different times and places. When you
do research as part of your course, you are learning skills which will
allow you to participate in that wider effort. You have the opportunity to
develop the ability to:
■

Academic requirements
are explained in clear
language to help students
understand what is
expected of them

Writing

disseminate =
To disseminate
information
or knowledge
means to
distribute it so
that it reaches
many people or
organizations.

■

■

The International Students’ Survival Guide prepares students for
undergraduate and post-graduate life at English-speaking universities.
Students will know what to expect and how to prepare for living and
studying in another country.

Evaluate the research that has been done by others – that is, to
consider it carefully and make judgements about it
Disseminate your research by writing it up and submitting it for a
mark, and, in some cases, by sharing what you have learned with
other students on your course

How do you know if your research is good?
In some parts of the world, students are judged according to how well
they retain information given to them. In the English speaking world,
when your research paper is being marked, the marker will normally
use other criteria for judging how well you have demonstrated the skills
involved.

Students learn how to:
•
•
•
•

These are the questions the marker may ask themselves:
Has the student created a worthwhile research question (or
interpreted the set research question in an interesting way)?

2

How well does the student know what other scholars have written
about the topic?

3

How skilfully has the student evaluated the work of other scholars?

2

EAP_Skills_internals.indd 2-3

e-book
only

Get the most out of your time at university

Create a research question and an argument to answer it

1

CEF level:
B2

 educe culture shock and home sickness on arrival
R
Communicate with professors politely
Get involved in student life
Deal with classes that aren’t going well

3

11/01/13 4:46 PM

Designed to support students who are studying, or
preparing to study, at an English-speaking institution

Vocabulary Organizer

978-0-00-755193-4

PB, Spiral bound

International Students’ Survival Guide

978-0-00-756892-5

e-book

www.collinselt.com

collins.elt@harpercollins.co.uk

Sign up in the English for Academic
Purposes section at
www.collinselt.com to read the
International Students’ Survival
Guide for free!
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CEF level:
B1–C2

English for Business: Skills is a popular series of skills
books focused on the language needed to do business in
English, anywhere in the world. Each book includes tips
on how to communicate effectively and interculturally.

Business Vocabulary,
Grammar and
Dictionaries
Business Vocabulary in Practice

CEF level:
B1–B2

English for Business: Listening

Authors: Will Capel, Jamie Flockhart & Sue Robbins

Author: Ian Badger

This easy-to-use practice book helps students learn the words they need for
effective business communication.

• Equips students with the skills to understand what business contacts are

saying, however they say it.

Business words are presented, defined, illustrated and followed by exercises
to help students remember and revise the vocabulary. Topics reflect today’s
business world, and include product development, branding and customer
relationship management.

• Authentic recordings feature real people talking about their work and

lives in a variety of native and non-native accents alongside exercises and
learning material.

English for Business Purposes

English for Business Purposes

English for Business: Skills

Includes
audio with 78 minutes of authentic recordings of native and

non-native speakers
Additional
recordings and transcripts available online at

www.collinselt.com/businessresources

Business Grammar & Practice
Pre-intermediate
Intermediate

English for Business: Speaking

CEF level: A1-A2
CEF level: B1–B2

Authors: James Schofield and Anna Osborn

Authors: Nick Brieger & Simon Sweeney

• Ideal for business people who want to get their message across more

Accurate grammar means more effective business communication.
These two comprehensive and clear guides help to improve English
grammar for use in the workplace, with clear grammar explanations in
business contexts and practical exercises.

effectively in all situations – on the phone, in meetings and in social
situations.
• Covers key areas such as networking, negotiating and interviews. Step-bystep process guides the student from comprehension of a model dialogue
to building their own dialogue.
Includes Audio with role-plays and conversations to practise fluency

Collins COBUILD International Business
English Dictionary

English for Business: Reading
Author: Anna Osborn

CEF level:
A2

Essential business English for any situation, with practical advice for
succeeding in today’s business world.

• Helps students to refine and perfect their business reading skills with a

wide range of text types.

• Includes helpful advice on different reading styles, reading methods, and

skills such as reading between the lines or understanding the true meaning
behind the message.

Pocket Business Dictionary

CEF level:
A2

Business English on the go – this handy, pocket-sized dictionary equips you
with the most important business terms, wherever you go.

English for Business: Writing
Author: Nick Brieger
• Helps students write clearer business documents more effectively.
• Covers key areas such as varying tone, structuring documents and

considering your audience.

• Exercises demonstrate best practice in business writing, and focus on

written texts, vocabulary, and key structures.
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English for Business: Listening

978-0-00-742321-7

English for Business: Writing

978-0-00-742322-4

English for Business: Speaking

978-0-00-742323-1

English for Business: Reading

978-0-00-746943-7

Teaching
notes available online at

www.collinselt.com/businessresources

Business Vocabulary in Practice

978-0-00-742375-0

Business Grammar & Practice Pre-intermediate

978-0-00-742058-2

Business Grammar & Practice Intermediate

978-0-00-742057-5

Collins COBUILD International Business English Dictionary

978-0-00-741911-1

Pocket Business Dictionary

978-0-00-745420-4

www.collinselt.com

collins.elt@harpercollins.co.uk
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English for Work
CEF level:
B2–C1

Effective International Business Communication
Authors: Bob Dignen with Ian McMaster

CEF level:
B2–C1

An indispensable guide for professionals working internationally in English, as well as
Business English and Communication trainers.

Workplace English

Includes advice on core communication skills and key interpersonal skills.

e

Students follow PA Jasmine’s daily life at her office and learn the English they
need for everyday work life. Designed to equip office workers, receptionists,
PAs and administrators with the key vocabulary they require to speak and
understand English on the phone and when greeting visitors, making
meeting and travel arrangements, dealing with problems and checking
information.

Talking is easy. Getting
people to listen to you,
that’s where we can help.
Bob Dignen

Also available as an e-book

CEF level:
B1–C1

Author: Barry Tomalin

Using the unique ‘Business Plus’ approach, Key Business Skills gives advice and practice
to develop business skills in four key areas as well as the language students really need
to get results.
Key Business Skills helps students conquer their fear of presenting in English,
understand the subtleties of negotiating, feel confident talking to new colleagues,
and run successful meetings.
 uizzes to raise self-awareness
Q
Essential vocabulary
International cultural awareness tips
Listen and repeat recordings
Key take-aways
Checklists for easy reference

English for Work

Includes realistic audio

Key Business Skills

•
•
•
•
•
•

CEF level:
A1–A2

Author: James Schofield

• Use the right style of communication

at the right time
• Handle challenging meetings with
native and non-native speakers
• Build successful relationships

A range of unique multimedia courses for elementary
and pre-intermediate level working adults who need
English to conduct their day-to-day business. Ideal for
those working in customer-facing roles where a basic
mastery of English is required.

English for Specific Purposes

English for Business Purposes

Business Skills
and Business
Communication

Workplace English 2

CEF level:
A2

Author: James Schofield

Students follow project manager Tom’s daily life at his office and learn the
English they need for everyday work life. looks at typical situations such as
meetings, presentations, telephoning, emailing and effective use of telephone
and video conferencing, and is designed to equip office workers with the key
vocabulary and language skills they require to work in English.

innovative in the
possibilities it provides
for self-study
English-Speaking
Union, 2013

Includes realistic audio

Includes Audio

Hotel & Hospitality English

Small Talk

CEF level:
B1+

Author: Deborah Capras

CEF level:
A1–A2

Author: Mike Seymour

Students follow the Metro Hotel staff ’s days and improve their English while
doing so. It is ideal for front-line staff in hotels and restaurants who need to
communicate confidently in English to maintain good customer relations.
Units cover checking guests in and out, dealing with difficult guests, taking
food and drink orders, and much more.

Build key business relationships
This self-study book gives students the confidence to start a conversation and
transition to bigger topics so that they build relationships, develop partnerships and
succeed in business.

Real-life situations and tasks: Includes 2 Audios with 24 conversations
plus exercises

The book includes information on best practice and key phrases for students to refer
to and practise. Online audio includes semi-scripted recordings of small talk.
Students learn the language to:
Meet people for the first time
Greet people in subsequent meetings
Show and receive hospitality
Deal with remote communication
• End a conversation
•
•
•
•
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e

Also available as an e-book

Effective International Business Communication

978-0-00-746056-4

Workplace English

978-0-00-743199-1

incl. Audio and Video

Key Business Skills

978-0-00-748879-7

Workplace English 2

978-0-00-746055-7

incl. Audio and Video

Small Talk

978-0-00-754623-7

Hotel and Hospitality English

978-0-00-743198-4

incl. Audio

Includes online audio with semi-scripted examples
of small talk at www.collinselt.com/businessresources

www.collinselt.com

collins.elt@harpercollins.co.uk
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CEF level:
B1+

Packed with plenty of useful tips and tricks to help you on your
English language learning journey, the Collins ELT blog is a
knowledge, whilst keeping up to date with the latest Collins
product updates.

The 500 most important words for anyone studying or working in these areas.
Vocabulary has been selected by industry experts, based on word frequency
and relevance analyses of corpus data specific to each of the fields.
•
•
•
•

Check out our Collins ELT blog!

 xamples show how words are used in authentic contexts
E
Full-sentence deﬁnitions explain what the word means in simple language
Practice exercises ensure students learn the most important words in their field
Vocabulary-building features help to improve ﬂuency and accuracy

Collins ELT blog

English for Specific Purposes

Collins COBUILD Key Words
for Specific Purposes

Useful articles on how to improve
your English

All titles include audio to support pronunciation

Updated to showcase the best of
our new publishing

Written in easy-to-understand
English by our specialist authors

climate control | 36

cli| mate con| trol

/klaimit kəntroυl/

Vehicle components: Bodywork, controls, and accessories

climate control | 36

C

noun Climate control is a system for controlling the temperature
inside a vehicle.
cli| mate con| trol /klaimit kəntroυl/
Vehicle components: Bodywork, controls, and accessories

❍ The car’s climate control system controls the heating and air-conditioning
noun Climate control is a system for controlling the temperature
systems.
inside a vehicle.
C
❍ The car’s climate control system controls the heating and air-conditioning
❍ The climate control unit adjusts the temperature
and air flow inside the car.
systems.
❍ The climate control unit adjusts the temperature and air flow inside the car.

All titles incl. Audio

clutch

Automotive Engineering

978-0-00-748980-0

Electrical Engineering

978-0-00-748979-4

Chemical Engineering

978-0-00-748977-0

Mechanical Engineering

978-0-00-748978-7

Accounting

978-0-00-748982-4

Insurance

978-0-00-748983-1

Finance

978-0-00-748984-8

The Oil & Gas Industry

978-0-00-749029-5

/kl�tʃ/ (clutches)

clutch

/kl�tʃ/ (clutches)

Vehicle components: Engine, transmission, Vehicle
and exhaust
components: Engine, transmission, and exhaust
noun
The clutch
in a vehicle
is aengine
mechanism which connects the engine
noun The clutch in a vehicle is a mechanism
which
connects
the
with the gearbox to make the vehicle move, and disconnects them to
with the gearbox to make the vehicle move,allow
anda driver
disconnects
them to
to change gear.
allow a driver to change gear.
❍ All manual transmissions require a clutch to engage or disengage the
transmission.
❍ All manual transmissions require a clutch to engage or disengage the
❍ Gradual engagement of the friction clutch allows the vehicle to move
transmission.
smoothly from stationary.
▶ collocations:
❍ Gradual engagement of the friction clutch allows
the vehicle to move
disengage the clutch
smoothly from stationary.
engage the clutch

▶ collocations:
disengage the clutch
engage the clutch

clutch parts include:
bell housing, clutch disk, master cylinder
The part of the car with which the driver operates the clutch is the
clutch pedal.

clutch parts include:
bell housing, clutch disk, master cylinder
clutch disk

/kl�tʃ disk/ (clutch disks)

Powered by COBUILD database

Vehicle components: Engine, transmission, and exhaust

The part of the car with which the driver
operates the clutch is the
noun The clutch disk or clutch plate is the rotating part of the clutch,
clutch pedal.
to which the friction material is attached.
❍ The clutch torque is generated by the friction of the friction material pads on

each side of the clutch disk.

Hospitality

978-0-00-748981-7

Retail

978-0-00-749028-8

❍ Equal pressure on each side of the clutch disk disengages the clutch, allowing

clutch disk

/kl�tʃ disk/ (clutch disks)

normal operation of the torque converter.

Vehicle components: Engine, transmission, and exhaust

noun The clutch disk or clutch plate is the rotating part of the clutch,
to which the friction material is attached.
ESP Automotive Eng Final.indd 36
❍ The clutch torque is generated by the friction of the friction material pads on

each side of the clutch disk.

04/12/2012 14:42

Visit https://news.collinselt.com/

❍ Equal pressure on each side of the clutch disk disengages the clutch, allowing

normal operation of the torque converter.

www.collinselt.com
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